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ABSTRACT

When VLSI devices are viewed using a Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) with a low energy (lkeV) primary beam,
exposed dielectric surfaces can undergo charging. When the
SEN is adapted for e-beam testing, such charging can have
an adverse effect on voltage measurements made
using voltage contrast techniques.
This thesis begins by reviewing two key areas of
modern, e-beam tester development. These are detector
design and the Capacitative Coupled Voltage Contrast
technique (CCVC). It shows that specimen charging is
becoming the primary cause of inaccuracies in voltage
measurement and that to address this problem, the e-beam
tester can no longer be developed in isolation from the
device under test (DUT).
Using common VLSI materials, typical voltage contrast
SEN configurations, and carefully chosen system
parameters, a qualitative study is then made of the
factors that influence VLSI. specimen charging. These
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experiments are simple and are designed to be easily
reproducible at any e-beam tester site. The results show
how scan speed and primary beam current, in particular,
can be used to control the shape of the charge patterns on
a flat dielectric surface. Charge

annealing

is also

demonstrated.
In the light of the experimental results, a 'first
cut' model of dynamic specimen charging is developed. The
model is, essentially, a 2D one, but attempts to
compensate for the 3D nature of the problem by using a
simple correction factor. In order to complete the model
it was necessary to determine, experimentally, a fresh
value for the secondary emission coefficient for S102.
This was found to have a value of 1.8 for a lkeV primary
beam.
Finally, surface charge simulations generated by the
model are shown to exhibit similar charge pattern
characteristics to those produced experimentally. The
dependencies of specimen charge on key parameters are also
reproduced by the model. The presence of metal tracks on
the dielectric surface are shown by the model to have a
large impact on the neighbouring surface potentials,
producing charge 'shadows'. It is concluded that, with
some alteration to the correction factor, the model could
be a useful tool for predicting specimen charge build-up.
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CHAPTER 1
A REVIEW OF DETECTOR DESIGN AND THE CCVC TECHNIQUE

1.1 Introduction

The Scanning Electron Microscope (SE?!) has become an
important test and verification tool in the field of
microchip engineering. In its simple form, the SEN is
invaluable as a high resolution microscope

enabling

critical dimension measurement and dopant profile
examination. With a few modifications it has proved to be
beneficial in the testing of the finished chip and the
evaluation of the original design. For such measurements,
the SEN is the core component

of a larger system, the

electron beam tester (e-beam tester).
The electron beam tester can produce a voltage
contrast image of the device under test (DUT). Thus
electrical signals on internal device nodes can be
examined directly. Previously, using

conventional

techniques, all functional testing had to be conducted via
the input and output pins of the device. As this became
more difficult with increasing gate-to-pin ratios, the
popularity of electron beam testing increased. In
addition, the electron beam is essentially a non-loading
probe allowing accurate chip speed verification.

-2For reasons of throughput, the electron beam tester is
unlikely to replace conventional testing completely but
the two techniques will continue to complement each other
for the foreseeable future.
Electron beam testing is not without its problems.
Tester performance can be limited by interactions between
the secondary electrons (SEs) emanating from the DUT and
unwanted charging of dielectric at the specimen surface.
This effect is more pronounced when measuring voltages on
conducting tracks that are narrow or buried beneath the
dielectric. For the testing of devices with larger
geometries, an understanding of SE and surface charge
interaction was not important. Tester accuracy was not
impaired to any great degree. However, for state of the
art geometries, new electron beam testing techniques and
hardware can not be adopted with confidence until their
resistance to unwanted charging effects has been assessed.
The charging problem must now become a prime consideration
for any new innovation.
The aim of this thesis is to improve understanding of
the mechanisms involved in the build up of specimen
charge. This will aid the development of a

priori,

specimen charge resistant, electron beam testing.
The remainder of this chapter will review two areas of
electron beam tester development, namely, secondary
electron analyser design and stroboscopic voltage contrast
through passivation. The purpose of the review is to show

how and why the importance of specimen charging has
increased in recent years. It will be shown that
contemporary analyser designs must be resistant to
specimen charging and that the accuracy of modern
stroboscopic voltage contrast measurements through
passivation can be undermined if the rate of charging is
ignored. The summary of the review will help define the
scope of the investigations recorded later in this thesis.
Chapter 2 details a number of simple experiments
conducted in order to identify specific parameters that
influence

specimen charging. The results of these

experiments allowed a number of basic assumptions to be
made and these are incorporated in a dynamic specimen
charging model described in Chapter 3. The results of this
model are presented and analysed in Chapter 4.
1.2 Secondary Electron Analyser Development
Most voltage contrast work makes use of shifts in the
secondary electron (SE) energy spectrum as a result of
variations in the specimen electrode potentials. The
detection of the SEs (or secondaries) is usually
accomplished by the Everhart-Thornley detector system
consisting of a scintillator at a high positive potential
(+10kV), screened by a metal cage (+250V), a light pipe
and a photomultiplier tube

(eg.[1]). The detector is

unable to measure energy spectrum shifts and so additional
energy filtering is required before voltage contrast is
possible. Such energy filtering is done by the SE

-4analyser.
1.2.1 SE Analyser Types
Two sorts of SE analyser have emerged. They are
dispersive or non-dispersive. Dispersive analysers
(eg.(2]) examine the secondary electron spectrum directly
by deflecting the electrons, energy band by energy band,
into the detector. Non-dispersive analysers allow only a
high energy band of electrons to pass to the detector by
introducing a retarding field. This generates the integral
of the secondary electron energy spectrum as the retarding
field is varied. This integral curve has become known

as

the S-curve. The complexity of the dispersive analyser and
the fact that, by its very nature, it has a low electron
transmission ratio has meant that the easily constructed,
non-dispersive, retarding field analyser has become the
more popular form of analyser type.
1.2.2 Linearization
Changes in specimen electrode potential are reflected
by a lateral shift in the S-curve. In general, a reference
detector current on the S-curve is chosen as a working
point. A feed-back loop between the detector and retarding
grid then alters the grid potential to keep the collector
signal constant. A shift in specimen potential corresponds
to a shift in retarding grid potential.
Ideally, a change in specimen potential results in an
equal change in measured potential, thus achieving
linearization [3] [4] ie.

-5LVs:

AVR

= 1:1

where AVs is the change in the specimen potential and
VR

is the change in potential of the retarding grid.
Such a one to one relationship between specimen

voltage shift and measured voltage shift is convenient but
when it is not achieved, it would be hoped that, at least,
proportionality is maintained. The specimen potential can
then be calculated by multiplying the measured voltage by
a constant factor.
The performance data for many early voltage contrast
systems was tabulated by Menzel and Kubalek (1). These
early systems suffered from two major disadvantages. The
feedback loops had a maximum obtainable bandwidth of
300kHz and required a high beam current to function
properly. To overcome these restrictions, Fujioka et al.
calibrated a detector, and analyser system and stored the
data on a computer [5). This dispensed with the need for a
feedback loop and allowed the use of very small primary
beam currents and higher specimen signal frequencies.
A well shaped S-curve is an important precondition for
accurate voltage measurements. When using the techniques
outlined above to study VLSI devices, S-curves are not
necessarily plotted and
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their integrity is not

automatically checked. Menzel and Brunner [6] and Nye and
Dinnis [7] investigated the sorts of measurement problems
that can occur as a result of poor S-curve shape. Both
reported S-curve collapse, caused by strong surface

fields.
S-curve collapse can be avoided by using a large
electrode target typically a copper stub. The quoted
voltage resolutions for most analyser designs were
determined under these ideal conditions.
1.2.3 Hemispherical Versus Planar Retarding Fields

Generally, the SEN is used in one of two modes
depending on whether a single point or the whole specimen
is to be examined. Further divergence in analyser designs
occurred over the question of the retarding field
geometry. The relative benefits depending on the
particular mode required.
Theoretically, the hemispherical
analyser (eg. [8]

retarding

field

[9]) can produce more precise S-curves

giving more accurate voltage measurements. This is due to
the fact that whatever the emergence angle of the
electrons, they travel perpendicularly to the retarding
field enabling their full energy to be analysed. But the
enhanced accuracy is only valid for electrons emanating
from the centre of the hemispheres. Therefore, such an
arrangement offers little benefit for larger scan sizes.
In comparison, the planar retarding field analyser
(eg.[10] [111) immerses all points on the specimen equally
and is preferred when obtaining internal logic states for
large specimen areas. However, the planar field only
analyses the secondary electron energy component normal to
the retarding grid. Ideally, one would hope that all the

-75eV secondaries would overcome a 5V retarding potential
but this would not be the case for electrons leaving the
surface at an angle other than 90 0 . Most electrons pass
through the field lines at a non-perpendicular angle. The
result is that compared to the hemispherical field, the
cut off for a particular SE energy is less sharp and also
the detected SE current is reduced. These factors
ultimately affect the voltage resolution.
1.2.4 General Analyser Problems
Certain problems affect both types of retarding field
analyser. Obviously, SEs must pass through the retarding
grid in order to reach the detector. The finite size of
the grid bars will collect some electrons reducing the
overall transmission efficiency [1]. Fringing fields near
the grid and other field fluctuations, smear the cut-off
characteristics for a particular SE energy, limiting
energy resolution. Both of these effects are reduced if
the secondaries are travelling faster. Extraction grids
placed directly above the specimen and raised to a
positive potential can increase SE speed and so improve
resolution. This modification has enjoyed widespread use
(eg.[9] [10] and [11]). Goto et al. [9] reported that a
conventional hemispherical retarding grid analyser
produced a voltage measurement error of more than 10% for
a metal stub specimen. By introducing a hemispherical
extraction field of 400V/min above the surface and a buffer
grid between the extraction and the retarding grids, this

error was reduced to 2% over a large specimen voltage
range.
From such results It is clear that extraction grids
have done much to improve the efficiency and resolution of
electron beam systems. Contemporary extraction field
strengths of between 500V/mm and 1000V/mm are commonplace

(1]
1.2.5 Local Field Effects (LFEs)
1.2.5.1 The Impact Of LFE8 On Tester Performance
As well as improving voltage measurements under ideal
conditions, extraction grids provided additional benefits

for real life applications with smaller specimen
geometries. Smaller electrodes result in less accurate
voltage measurements due to the effect of their immediate
environment on the surface fields. These local fields can

grossly affect the SE trajectories, smearing the
transmission characteristics for a particular electron

energy. Also a re-collection of the secondaries by the
specimen means a loss in detector signal. Both impact
voltage measurement resolution.
Extraction fields pull electrons away from the surface
fields and so improve SE collection ratios. Ura et al.
[12] used a hemispherical retarding grid arrangement
combined with a planar extraction grid to create a new
detector that was more resistant to LFEs. By

positioning

the centre of the concentric hemispherical grids at the
virtual SE source this hybrid detector combined accurate

secondary electron energy analysis with beam position
independence. SEs can also be focused onto the centre of a
hemispherical grid arrangement using a 'through the lens'
detection system (eg. (13]).
1.2.5.2 Characterization Of LPEs
Fujioka et al. [14] produced some of the first
published work specifically on the subject of LFEs. Two
types of effect were identified and defined in terms of
the electrode set-up with which they were seen to occur.
The type 1 effect arises from the variation in the voltage
on the measured electrode with respect to the rest of the
specimen surface. Type 2 results from voltage variations
on the neighbouring electrodes. For Bum tracks, it was
found that type 1 LFEs caused a loss of linearization such
that
Vs

VR

= 1:0.45

for small extraction fields. By increasing the extraction
field by a factor of 10, to 600V/mm, linearization
improved such that
Vs:

AVR

= 1:0.61

The measured potential of a 5V track with this extraction
field was 3.OV. Type 2 LFEs, due to a neighbouring track
at a distance of 12um with a potential of 5V, caused a
compensating increase of 0.25V in the measured potential
giving 3.25V with the large extraction field.
Nakamura and Sato (15] adopted the same LFE type
definitions and produced results similar to those of

- 10 Fujioka et a]..

[14], using a 500V/mm extraction field and

lOwn tracks, bum apart. The LFE geometric dependencies
were examined more fully and the diminishing advantages of
further increases in extraction field (up to 1500V/mm)
were also demonstrated.
Further, mostly qualitative work s has confirmed that
high extraction fields do much to prevent type 1 LFEs but
offer little improvement for type 2 LFEs. The two types of
LFE are present to some degree in any VLSI voltage
measurement. The individual contributions to total error
depends on the layout of the specimen and the potentials
of all the electrodes present, be they part of the
specimen or part of the detector.
In the remainder of this thesis, as in much of the
current literature on the subject, the LFE type
definitions are different from the definitions used in the
early LFE investigations described above. A type 1 LFE is
defined as the modulation of the number of electrons
analysed due to re-collection by the specimen. A type 2
LFE is defined as the errors incurred due to the
modulation of the angular distributions of the SEs. Thus
the LFEs are separated out into two mechanisms whereas
before they were defined in terms of electrode set-up.
Good quantitative results of LFE errors were published by
de Jong and Reimer [16] for wide ranges of extraction
field (electrostatic), geometry size and neighbouring
potential. The size and shape of the LFE errors are well

- 11 explained in terms of the barrier effect of the measured
track at low extraction fields (type 1) and the focusing
or defocusing action of surrounding electrodes (type 2).
It is clear from such results that however good any
detector design performs ona metal stub, full evaluation
is not complete until its ability to suppress LFEs has
been measured. 1.2.5.3 Magnetic Extraction Fields
The most promising solution to the problem of type 2
LFE5 is the use of the magnetic extraction field. The
field is arranged to decrease adiabatically up the
microscope column. As the electron passes through the
field, the electron rotation radius increases and due to
the adiabaticity of the field, its circumferential
velocity must decrease to conserve angular momentum. In
addition, SE energy must be conserved and so the axial
velocity must increase to compensate. Further up the
column most of the SE energy is in the form of a velocity
parallel to the primary beam (PB) axis. These electrons
can then be analysed using planar retarding grid
arrangements [17] [18]

[19]. Thus an accurate secondary

electron energy analysis is assured whilst retaining the
freedom to scan large. surface areas. Garth et al. [17]
reports that on track spacings down to 0.5um, the LFE
errors for such a magnetic extraction field analyser were
below 5%, a vast improvement on the performance of testers
based around electrostatic extraction fields.
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design

modifications

to

analysers

incorporating magnetic extraction fields are reported
regularly (eg.[20] [21]). It is likely that magnetic
extraction fields will continue to gain popularity.
1.2.6 Specimen Charging And Analyser Design

The preceding review shows that analyser development
has become more dependent on the DUT. When e-beam
engineers needed to produce standard bench marks for their
new analyser designs, the copper stub was adopted as the
standard sample with which analyser performances could be
compared. It provided ideal conditions for S-curve
generation. As e-beam testers were used to probe ever
smaller circuits, their evaluation using large electrodes
was no longer appropriate. Tester performance was
dominated by LFEs.
LFES have greatly influenced SE analyser design.
Extraction fields are incorporated into most designs to
reduce type 1 LFEs. Type 2 LFEs are addressed by focusing
the SEs onto, the centre of a hemispherical retarding grid
arrangement or by using magnetic fields to straighten SE
trajectories onto a planar retarding grid arrangement.
Whatever method is used, the success of any new analyser
design will depend on its resistance to LFEs.
Much of the published work has investigated LFEs
caused by neighbouring electrodes. But between the metal
tracks of a device there are areas of insulator, usually
some form of doped Si02. Any charging of such a surface

- 13 will cause both types of LFE.
There are two main ways in which the collection of
charge may occur on an insulator, namely direct beam
interaction and SE re-collection. For primary beam
energies that are non-destructive to NOS devices (eg.
lkeV), when the insulator surface is illuminated, the
secondary emission coefficient (SEC) is greater than 1.
The ejected SEs may be swept away by any extraction field
giving positive charge build up. Alternatively they could
be attracted back to the surface. Eventually some
equilibrium will be reached but by then the surface
potential of the dielectric may be quite large. So
although larger extraction fields can reduce type 1 LFEs,
they can also encourage the charging that causes them, if
dielectric is exposed.
Nye and Dinnis [7] showed that the surface oxide
potential did indeed vary with the extraction grid and
that the influence of the grid decreased as the scanned
area decreased. Neighbouring conductors were also found to
reduce the effect of the grid. When making S-curve
position measurements on a bond pad, it was found that
S-curve collapse and loss of linearity occurred. However,
it is not certain whether these problems were due to
charged surrounding oxide or the barrier effect.
Nevertheless, the positive charging of device insulator
by the electron beam could cause a worsening of LFEs and
so is potentially very damaging to voltage measurement

- 14 accuracy.
1.3 Electron Beam Testing Of Passivated Specimens
1.3.1 The Need To Test Passivated Specimens.
The e-beam tester is often used for chip failure
analysis. A device may fail conventional testing and
further investigation is required to classify the problem
or identify the physical cause. Alternatively, the chip
may have been returned by the customer after failing 'in
the field'. This will cast doubt on the reliability of the
product and so it is essential that the exact cause is
found in order to satisfy the customer. In both of these
situations, the DUT will be passivated.
In general, the users of e-beam testers prefer
unpassivated samples as the dielectric layer forms a
barrier between the beam and the conducting tracks. A
common procedure with passivated samples is to chemically
etch away the passivation layer. As well as being a time
consuming task, the etching and subsequent device handling
may result in physical damage or possibly a change in the
electrical characteristics, neither of which is desirable
for such 'one off' analysis.
For the purpose of design validation, wafers can be
removed from the fabrication line before they are
passivated. However this also causes problems. These
wafers have not undergone the passivation process and so
the resulting devices may have untypical working
characteristics.

- 15 In conclusion, it is sometimes desirable

to make

electron beam measurements on passivated samples. A short
review of how this can be achieved will follow.
1.3.2 EBIC - Electron Beam Induced Conductivity
A typical thickness for a Sb2 passivation layer

is

lum. When a primary electron enters this material,

it

produces electron - hole pairs at a cost of 18eV per
ionization

[22]. These extra carriers add to the

conductivity of the material. Thus a beam of electrons can
create a conducting channel in the dielectric. The extent
of the enhanced conductivity depends on the range of the
beam. A lOkeV primary beam (PB) energy would enable the
beam to penetrate as far as the buried tracks. As a result
the potential of the buried track is conducted to the
Si02 surface, hence the term EBIC. This technique means
that systems developed for measuring potentials on
unpassivated devices can be used successfully on
passivated devices if the energy of the beam is such that
complete penetration of the passivation is achieved [23].
Measurements through passivation, using the EBIC
technique, were routine in the late 1970s and seemed no
more difficult than using unpassivated specimens. Wolfgang
et al. [24] produced stroboscopic voltage contrast images
of a passivated defective memory cell. Gopinathan and
Gopinath [25] reported that "waveform measurements were
made through the passivation layer without loss of
accuracy."

- 16 By the early 1980s, although EBIC was still in common
use (eg.

[22]), it was realised that the technique

frequently caused device degradation. Variations in
passivation thickness and the inaccuracy of electron
penetration predictions, means that the active parts of
the device also receive a dose of ionizing radiation.
The effects of ionizing radiation on planar devices
are well known and well documented (eg.[26]). In the gate
oxide, hole mobility is much less than electron mobility.
Electron-hole pair generation results in trapped holes at
the Si - 5102 interface. In addition, there is an
increase in fast surface states. The extent of the damage
is dependent on the dose of irradiation received by the
critical oxide (27) [28] and on the biasing of the device
during irradiation.
For a p-channel transistor, the C-V characteristics
are shifted negative, along the gate voltage axis ie. the
channel is depleted more readily due to the trapped
positive charge lying about 10 nm away from the substrate
in the oxide. This is reflected by a negative threshold
shift. Fast surface states may also add to this shift and
distort the C-V characteristics such that the voltage
range over which the capacitance is

changing

becomes

broader. These effects manifest themselves,
parametrically, as a decrease in device

transconductance.

Device leakage has also been reported following
irradiation.

- 17 Some methods were developed in an attempt to reduce
radiation damage. Grlich et al. (29] used a window scan
mode which blanked the beam in the region of any gate
oxide. Alternatively the beam can be positioned
automatically to avoid gate regions. However, the
elaborate equipment and high degree of automation required
prevented their widespread application.
As EBIC fell from favour, another technique promising
voltage measurement through passivation was investigated,
namely Capacitive Coupled Voltage Contrast.
1.3.3 Capacitative Coupled Voltage Contrast (CCVC)
1.3.3.1 Early Qualitative Results

For a long time it had been noted that voltage
transitions on buried nodes resulted in voltage changes at
the passivation surface [23] [30]. The dielectric coating
acts in the same way as the dielectric of a parallel, plate
capacitor. The potential drop across it can not change
instantaneously and so fast voltage changes on one side
results in an immediate voltage change on the other side.
The buried electrode and the surface of its covering
dielectric are said to be electrically coupled. Thus,
static voltage contrast on a buried electrode can not be
seen whereas dynamic contrast is mimicked on the
passivation surface and can be viewed stroboscopically.
The resulting voltage measurement technique is called
Capacitative Coupled Voltage Contrast (CCVC).
Gbrlich et al. [31] [32] assessed

CCVC

as

a

- 18 non-destructive measurement technique for NOS devices. It
was found that the contrast occurred' for all common
passivation layers and could be observed using primary
beam (PB) energies which were smaller than about 1.5keV
ie. giving a secondary emission coefficient (SEC) greater
than 1. These publications include a model of how the CCVC
is formed, known as the surface potential model.
Initially, as the SEC is greater than

1, a nett

positive charge will build up on the surface until enough
SEs are attracted back and a dynamic equilibrium exists. A
voltage transition on the buried track will alter the
surface voltage via capacitative coupling. This in turn
upsets the equilibrium between the incoming number of
primary electrons and the outgoing SEs. For a positive
surface voltage change, less secondaries will escape
giving a dark image. The effect will only be temporary as
the extra recaptured secondaries will neutralise the
excess charge until equilibrium is restored. If the
neutralising of these additional charges occurs more
slowly than the dynamic signal changes of the conducting
path, an undisturbed registration of the dynamic signals
should be possible. The rate of decay of the contrast
depends on the area scanned and the primary beam current
ie. the irradiating current density.
Another model has been put forward to explain the
characteristics of CCVC. Sugiyama et al. [33] suggested
that the source of the contrast is a modulation of the

- 19 intrinsic SEC at the surface of a dielectric due to the
fields that are set up across this layer. In comparison,
the surface potential model assumes contrast occurs due to
re-collection of SEs after they have left the dielectric
le. a modulation of the extrinsic SEC. The experimental
evidence supporting the Sugiyama theory is, as yet, too
little to threaten the surface potential model but it may
be that some additional contrast is produced by this
mechanism.
Early experimental research into CCVC by Fujioka et
al. [34] showed that potentials on a passivated metal stub
could be measured as accurately as on a non-passivated
sample. However, unexplained errors occured for lOum
passivated tracks. Ura et al. (35) showed that timing
properties of passivated NOS devices can be inspected
using the CCVC technique at MHz frequencies.
CCVC techniques can be performed with low primary beam
(PB) energies (lkeV). It is unlikely that any of the PB
will penetrate to the critical layers of oxide in the
device and cause the sort of radiation damage associated
with EBIC. But CCVC can not be assumed to be
non-destructive [28]

(36]. X-rays formed by the beam in

the upper layers of dielectric can cause ionization in
gate oxide. Fortunately, device degradation is 10000
times less than with EBIC beam energies and can be
considered negligible for doses under 10 -1 C/rn 2 (37].

1.3.3.2 Storage Time

In a later publications by Gorlich et al. [38] CCVC
was investigated more thoroughly, this time identifying
the key parameters pertinent to e-beam testing. One of
these parameters was the storage time,

the time taken

for the surface potential to return to its equilibrium
value. Earlier, it had been noted that storage time was
reduced with increasing beam current density

[31]. Now

Grlich et al. (38) considered the current available to
restore the surface to a state of dynamic equilibrium.
They were able to explain why dark CCVC decays, more
rapidly than light CCVC. There follows a summary of this
explanation.
Initially, without the presence of buried potentials,
some of the SE energy spectrum is re-collected to
compensate for the fact that the SEC is greater than 1.
So, an extra positive surface charge could be compensated
by re-collection of extra SEs that would normally have
escaped with the dynamic equilibrium condition. The
greater the positive charge, the more of the SE energy
spectrum is re-collected. For negative surface charges,
giving light CCVC, the only compensating current available
is achieved by re-collecting fewer secondaries than the
dynamic equilibrium condition. When the PB energy is such
that the SEC is just greater than 1, this current is
small. Due to the shape of the SE energy distribution, the
compensating current for positive contrast is more than

for negative contrast. Hence dark CCVC can decay more
quickly.
In a quantitative model presented by Grlich et al.
[38], the storage time is found to be inversely
proportional to the PB current density and the passivation
thickness. These relationships are confirmed
experimentally and are assumed in other publications (eg.
[39]).
1.3.3.3 Measurement Time

For the purpose of CCVC device imaging or waveform
analysis it is important that the signal frequency causes
voltage transitions before observable decay in the
contrast occurs ie. the signal period should be kept well
below the storage time. Gdrlich et ad. [38] investigated
signal period to storage time ratios of 1:50 and 1:5
giving measurement errors of 0.8% and 8% respectively. It
follows that sampling time or data collection times must
also be much less than the storage time. There is a trade
off between storage time and the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). With suitable signal periods and sampling times,
the resolution of the technique should still be limited by
the SNR. Grlich et al. (38] recorded a voltage resolution
of 7mV.
1.3.3.4 Dynamic Charge Compensation Error (DCCE)

CCVC measurement errors were discussed further by
Reiners et al.

[40]. The error caused by the decay of the

contrast during the measurement time was called the

- 22 Dynamic Charge Compensation Error (DCCE). The DCCE for a
waveform will depend on the time required to sample the
waveform. A conventional sampling technique (CST) takes
many samples at a constant phase to give a good SNR. The
measurement time at each phase is the product of the
sample time and the number of samples. Reiners et al. (40)
adopted a multi-sampling technique (FIST) which took only a
few samples at each phase and improved SNR by storing and
averaging over many whole waveforms. Thus measurement time
was reduced without compromising the SNR.
1.3.3.5 Other CCVC Errors
Batinic et al. [41]

discussed

the

geometrical

dependences of CCVC. The results show that CCVC
measurements on small geometries are vulnerable to LFEs.
As well as deflection of secondaries due to neighbouring
charged areas, there may be a lateral spread of the
coupled voltage itself. The width of an underlying track
may not be reproduced exactly on the surface of thick
dielectric coatings. Such a spread can cause error when
measuring neighbouring lines. This effect is called
Capacitative Coupling Cross Talk (CCCT). In addition, the
voltage swing on the track may not be exactly reproduced
on the surface. This is called Capacitative Coupling Error
(CCE). In general, it is evident from the current
literature that, at present, logic analysis of lum lines
is still difficult using CCVC.
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• 1.3.4 Specimen Charging And CCVC

The electron beam is used in two different modes. Some
test techniques such as Static Voltage Contrast and simple
Voltage Coding require a continuous beam whereas for most
dynamic voltage contrast techniques, including CCVC, the
beam is strobed. The common electron beam test methods
were outlined by Menzel and Kubalek

(42]. Stroboscopic

techniques allow the functionality of a device to be
examined whilst it is operating at high frequency. By
keeping the beam at a single point and varying the delay
of the beam pulse, waveforms can be plotted at that point.
Alternatively, the pulse delay is kept constant with a
scanning beam to produce a micrograph. Typically 0.1 - 5ns
beam pulses are used at frequencies of around 1NHz.
In general, specimen charging is not observed when
stroboscopic EBIC or CCVC techniques are used on
passivated samples (22] [24] [25] (30]

[43] (44).

In

particular, Todokura et al. [44] made preliminary checks
for a range of primary beam energies and concluded that
specimen charging was negligible for lkeV electrons
scanned over a 30um X 30um area of dielectric 0.6um thick.
The area was scanned for 5 minutes. It is clear that
specimen charging is reduced to an acceptable level for
stroboscopic techniques. This is due to the fact that the
average strobed beam current is about 1000th of the
equivalent constant beam current.

- 24 Unfortunately, due to the low average beam currents,
stroboscopic images can take a long time to produce. A
micrograph published by Ura and Fujioka (22] took 100
seconds to form. It is unlikely that the locating of the
relevant areas of the DUT was achieved using similar
recording times! In the absence of sophisticated automatic
registration equipment, points of interest will be located
using real time imaging and this will usually be performed
with a constant beam current. It is at this stage when
significant specimen charging can occur.

Despite the fact that stroboscopic measurement
techniques are reported to be

non-charging,

the past

decade has seen a number of attempts to combat the
charging problem. Crawford (45] and Le Gressus et al. (46]
neutralised charge by bombarding the sample with species
of the opposite sign to the specimen charge. Electron
flood guns are now available commercially. Postek et al.
[47] used specimen biasing to enhance or suppress SE
emission. None of these methods has been adopted as a
universal solution to specimen charging and would tend to
be too heavy-handed for subtle techniques such as CCVC.
CCVC relies on small disruptions in the equilibrium
between secondary electrons and primary electrons at the
specimen surface. If the sample is precharged, CCVC
measurement errors will be different when compared to
errors for an uncharged sample. Measurement errors such as
DCCE are strongly dependent on the storage time which in

- 25 turn is dependent on the re-collection of SEs at the point
of measurement. Specimen charging will clearly affect the
re-collection of SE5. It can be expected that specimen
charging will also have an impact on CCE and CCCT.
In short, specimen charging may be present during
voltage measurements using the CCVC technique.
presence of specimen charge will affect the

The
errors

incurred during the measurements. As a result, the CCVC
technique is more difficult to develop and assess.
1.4 Conclusions
It has been shown that specimen charging can have an
adverse effect on analyser performance and voltage
measurement technique. New analyser designs must
incorporate some method of suppressing LFEs and accurate
CCVC measurements are impaired by poor duplication and
registration of the buried signal at the specimen surface.
In summary specimen charging can result in voltage
measurement error and is a hindrance to the further
development of the e-beam tester.
It is clear that further e-beam tester development can
not occur in isolation from the specimen. Instead, the
specimen must be considered as an integral part of the
e-beam System. If the impact of the specimen on e-beam
tester performance is to be understood, it is necessary to
gain a better understanding of specimen charging.
Specimen charging occurs over a wide range of e-beam
working conditions and for this reason it is necessary to

reduce the scope of this investigation. The review has
shown that certain parameters have a large influence on
specimen charging. A powerful extraction field will aid SE
collection but it will also encourage build up of specimen
charge. For techniques such as CCVC where SE re-collection
is important, moderate extraction fields are used as a
compromise. Surface charging will be small if the average
beam current is small, as in stroboscopic techniques. But
significant charging can occur for most constant beam
currents.
This thesis will consider a constant beam incident on
a specimen immersed in planar extraction fields. In line
with current trends, the strength of the field will be low
(eg.5V/mm).
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CHAPTER 2
OBSERVATIONS OF SPECIMEN CHARGING ON A FLAT DIELECTRIC

2.1 Introduction
This chapter gives details of. some

experiments

performed in order to obtain a feel for how the various
parameters affect VLSI device charging in the e-beam
tester. Most of the work is qualitative. To provide an
extra measurement of any effects, the specimen current was
monitored during irradiation in addition to the usual SEN
CRT image. Specimen current contrast
associated with the

investigation

is normally

of semiconductor

junction properties and the e-beam energy is such that
electrons penetrate any covering insulator to create
charge carriers in the underlying semiconductor. For these
investigations the beam will not penetrate the dielectric
layers. The SEN CRT image will be referred to simply as
the image for the remainder of this thesis.
In Chapter 1 it was concluded that the e-beam tester
can no longer be developed as a collection of isolated
systems if specimen charging is to be reduced. The
rastering beam, the detector and the specimen all form
part of a single system with numerous variables.
Throughout the remainder of this thesis, the collective

MWVM
e-beam tester and specimen system will be referred to
simply as the system.
Also in Chapter 1, it was noted that much recent
literature describing the build-up and redistribution of
specimen charge,

concentrates

on how it affects CCVC

measurement techniques. There is particular emphasis on
e-beam implications for contrast storage time. CCVC
measurement clearly involves a specimen-beam interaction
but it also relies on an additional mechanism,
capacitative coupling, to cause

instantaneous,

local

deviations from the system's dynamic equilibrium. For this
fundamental

investigation into

specimen charging,

no

buried tracks are used. Any surface potential changes are
due to specimen - beam interaction alone.

As a result, the

observations are a lot more general. They will incorporate
the mechanisms by which charge can build up on the
dielectric surrounding conducting tracks, a subject that
has been hitherto neglected. However, the CCVC experiments
should not be forgotten. Neighbouring dielectric charging
and the CCVC technique are closely related by the charge
redistribution mechanisms. Some of the results of CCVC
investigations should be directly applicable to the more
general study of specimen - beam interaction.
2.2 Equipment Survey
A schematic layout of all the available equipment
described in this section is shown in Fig.2.1.
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Fig 2.1 EQUIPMENT SURVEY
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2.2.1 The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
All work was carried out on a Cambridge Stereoscan 100
(S100) SEM. There follows a brief review of some of its
features that proved useful in this specimen charge
investigation.

The S100 is

capable

of achieving an

approximate magnification range of X12 - X5000
by way of eight coarse (CM 1-8) and eight fine
(FM 1-8)

magnification

settings. Each CM

increment increases the magnification by a
factor of about 2, reducing the scanned area by
a factor of 4.

Low primary beam energies can be selected to
minimise radiation damage to 1105 devices. Unless
stated otherwise, the lkeV setting will be used
for all experimental work.

The AUTO BRIGHTNESS button gives the operator
the option of disabling the S100's image signal
level compensating circuitry. In general use,
this facility is enabled to produce an optimum
image brightness automatically. But for the
observations of charging effects in this thesis,
it was disabled. (However, the AUTO BRIGHTNESS
button was frequently switched on and then off

- 31 prior to the experiments in order to obtain a
satisfactory initial image brightness level.

The S100 has a RESOLUTION potentiometer among
its controls and this was used to alter the
primary beam current. Hence, any change in beam
current also results in a change in spot size.

A TV/SMALL facility is also available on the
5100 enabling the user to switch to scanning a
smaller area without changing the magnification.

As well as a TV rate scan, the S100 has three
other slower, internally generated analogue scan
rates, the slowest frame scan being about 30
seconds.

2.2.2 SE Collection And Analysis
The 5100 used had an Everhart - Thornley electron
detector system. Further grid arrangements could be bolted
to the polepiece if SE energy analysis and enhanced SE
collection efficiency were required. The grid arrangement
used for SE analysis was based on a design outlined in
[11] and shown schematically in Fig.2.2a. As no actual
voltage measurements were to be made, high SE collection
efficiency and accurate SE energy analysis were
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DETECTOR DESIGNS
Fig. 2.2a THE RANASINGHE - KHUPLSHEED DETECTOR
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Fig. 2.2b WIDE VIEW EXTRACTION DETECTOR
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(Fig.2.2a-bJ The wide view extraction grid detector (Fig.2.2b) was developed
from the Ranasinghe - Khursheed detector (Fig.l.la ) and was used for all
experimental observations in the thesis. It offered a clear view of charging
patterns over a wider range of magnifications.

- 33 not essential. This allowed some simplifications to the
design to be made. Fig2.2b shows the actual grid
arrangement used. Note that the extraction grid is
extended to allow a wider view of the sample. This SE
detector design was chosen because it incorporated a
planar extraction grid, an arrangement adopted by most
commercial detectors. Thus any charging observations
reported should hold true for many of the commonly used
designs.
2.2.3 Peripheral Equipment
Certain non-proprietary tools were also available.
These were :-

A Digital Scan Generator which could be
substituted for the analogue scan unit of the
5100. The DSG offered a wider choice of scan
speeds from TV down to a 60 second frame scan
and a spot mode facility.

A Specimen Current Amplifier (SCA) that could be
used to measure currents in the 1-300nA range.

An S-curve signal generator that provided the
correct sequence of specimen and analyser grid
voltages as well as the triggering pulses to
display a series of S-curves on an oscilloscope.

- 34 A number of commercially available add-one were also
used: -

A Deben Research

PIXIE-8

image processor was

interfaced to the S100 enabling any image to be
captured and frozen on a separate monitor.
Picture synchronisation was possible for the
slow scan range (0.3 - 15.0 seconds) as well as
TV rate. The PIXIE also provided frame storage
and a number of common processing techniques eg.
image filtering and contrast enhancement.

A Mitsubishi Colour Video Copy Processor
(CP100B) was interfaced to the PIXIE to provide
hard copies of the captured images.

An HP X-Y Display, Model 1335A was used to plot
the slow decay of SCA signals.

2.3 Specimen Preparation
2.3.1 Specimen Dielectric Materials

All samples used in the following experiments were
fabricated by the Edinburgh Microfabrication Facility
(EMF). A variety of commonly used VLSI device dielectrics
were used and a brief summary of how they were processed
follows.

- 35 Passivation or overglaze used in the ENF is
Si02.
S1H4+202<>S1O2+2H20.
at

deposited

be

Passivation could

atmospheric pressure, the wafers being heated
on a hot plate to 4300C and then moved under a
gas dispersion head. Phosphene is included in
the reaction as a gettering agent. All gases are
diluted in nitrogen.
5%SiH4+dil 02+1%PH3<==>
Si02+P205
The final layer thickness is about

0.6um.

Although the phosphorous concentration is low,
this deposited layer is still hygroscopic. To
prevent moisture absorption and to give better
resist adherence, a second overglaze pass is
made and about 0.2um. of undoped oxide is
deposited as a cap.
Alternatively, deposition could take place
at low pressure. This involves the same basic
equation but the gas dilutions are different.
Thermally Grown SiO2

is

a dielectric

in

everyday use in the semiconductor industry.
Silicon Nitride can also be deposited in the
EHF but it does not form part of any standard
process. However, it was used because it

offered a variation in dielectric permittivity.
The following values were obtained from (48].

Si02 3.9
S13N4 7.5

2.3.2 Specimen Mounting
Fragments of the various wafers produced were mounted
using silver DAG onto 14 pin dii. IC sockets. The whole of
the back of each fragment was smeared with silver to
provide, when required, an even conducting path to ground
along which specimen current could flow unhindered.
Immediate comparisons between the, charging characteristics
of different samples were possible by simply mounting
two fragments on the same socket as

in

the

Fig.2.3a. The

combination was then orientated in the vacuum chamber so
that the gap separating the samples ran parallel to the
scan linesas in Fig.2.3b. Thus the beam

scanned

each

fragment in turn.
Before experimentation could begin, different fragment
sizes and silver coated areas were compared to ensure that
charging characteristics and specimen current measurements
were insensitive to variations in the sample preparation
process.
2.4 The State Of Equilibrium
When a dielectric specimen surface is illuminated by a
low energy e-beam it is generally accepted that charging
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SPECIMEN MOUNTING FOR CHARGING EXPERIMENTS
Fig 2.3a SIDE VIEW OF MOUNTED SPECIMENS

specimen 1

specimen 2

DIL SOCKET

Fig 2.3b ORIENTATION OF SPECIMEN - PLAN VIEW

line scan --)
specimen 1

specimen 2

[Fig.2.3a-b] Comparison of the charging characteristics of two dielectrics is
best achieved by orientating the samples such that each is scanned in turn by
the primary beam.

will occur until a dynamic charge equilibrium is set up
giving a stable CRT image. Before proceeding it is
necessary to discuss this condition in more detail.
Many of the system parameters will affect the final
dynamic equilibrium. When all of the system variables are
set, the system moves towards a stable state and if at any
time a key parameter is altered the system will move to a
new final state. As we can only observe an image point at
the instant the beam strikes that point, this equilibrium
state can be said to exist when the potential of any point
in the image is constant every time the beam passes some
particular point in its scan path. Referring to Fig.2.4a,
equilibrium exists if, whenever the beam is at point X,
the potential at point Y is V(X). Note however, that point
potentials can still vary during a frame scan. When the
beam moves from point X to point Z in Fig.2.4b, the
potentials V(X) and V(Z) may be different.
2.5 Comparison Of Substrate Types

A cross section of a typical specimen is shown in
Fig.2.5. It consists of two interfaces, dielectric - doped
Si and doped Si - silver DAG. The importance of this
latter interface is not immediately clear. It is tempting
to assume it has a low, ohmic resistance. The interface
could then be ignored as it would not be an obstacle to
current movement. In fact its characteristics are unlikely
to be ohmic for a number of reasons. Semiconductor physics
when applied to an ideal Si - silver DAG junction predicts
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DEFINING THE EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION
Fig. 2.4a
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(Fig.2.4a-bJ If the surface potential at an arbitrary point,Y , on the scan path
is the same whenever the beam is at point K, charge equilibrium has then been
achieved. Note that the potential at Y
may be a different value whenever the
beam is not at I.
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Fig.2.5 - CROSS SECTION OF SPECIMEN USED FOR
CHARGING INVESTIGATIONS.

[Fiq.2.51 The mounted flat dielectric specimen has two material interfaces,
namely the dielectric/doped Si interface and the doped Si/silver BAG interface.
The latter of these interfaces is not a hindrance to current flow and can be
ignored.

- 41 the formation of a diode. A more realistic approach would
incorporate some estimate of interface states and the
thickness of oxide which had grown in ambient conditions
on the back of the silicon wafer. Such an investigation is
beyond the scope of this thesis. It was only necessary to
establish the unimportance of the characteristics of this
interface.
Equal thicknesses of the same passivation were grown
on two different substrates.
P-type 14-20ohm.cm <100>
N-type 3-6ohm.cm <100>
They are the two substrates used in the EMF. The
substrate type and level of doping should affect the
characteristics of any Si - silver DAG junction,
especially if it is diodic.
A sample comparing a fragment of each wafer was
illuminated using a number of different beam parameter
settings.
No difference was observed in the specimen current or
the image, across the two fragments.
Having established that the charging characteristics
are relatively independent of the Si - silver DAG
interface characteristics it can be assumed that charge
passes freely across this interface to the Si02 - Si
boundary.

- 42 2.6 Comparison Of Dielectric Thicknesses
For each of the two types of passivation described in
section 2.3.1, two differnt thicknesses were deposited on
separate wafers representing the practical thickness
limits of each process.

passivation(atm) 0.35 & 1.37um
passivation(lp) 0.35 & 1.37um

When the passivation layers were illuminated with a
low magnification, a beam current of 20-4OnA and a small
extraction field (10V@2mm), a difference in charging rate
between the different thicknesses was seen clearly
(Fig.2.6a). The thicker layer, for both processes,
darkened more rapidly. In addition, a step occured in the
specimen current trace at a point corresponding to the
crossing of the beam from one specimen fragment to the
other (Fig.2.6b).
In Fig.2.6b. the start of the frame is identified by
point fs. At the instant the trace was photographed,
a current of 24nA flows into the SCA when the beam scans
the thinner dielectric layer. While the beam is incident
on the thicker sample, the current is much less. This
photograph was taken a few seconds after illumination
began. In fact, when the beam was first turned on, a
larger negative current flowed when it was incident on the
thicker dielectric. Both signals decayed asymptotically to

- 43 Fig 2.6a - Image Comparison of Passivation
Thicknesses.
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jFig,2,6a)The thicker dielectric
p (bottom) is seen to darken more
quickly than the thinner
dielectric (top( under identical
irradiation
conditions,
ie
thicker dielectrics are more
susceptible to charging.

Fig 2.6b - Specimen Current Trace - Comparison of
Pass ivation Thicknesses.
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tFig.2.6b1 A negative specimen
current indicates that the
thinner dielectric is charging
when it is irradiated. There is
little current when the beat is
incident on the thicker
dielectric as It is already
approaching
charge
its
equilibrium,

- 44 zero, the signal corresponding to the thicker sample
decayed faster and approached the zero level first.
When the extraction field was increased quickly by
decreasing Z in Fig.2.2b, the whole trace moved negative
(compare Figs.2.6b and 2.7) then decayed to zero more
rapidly ( less than is ). In addition, the signal for each
thickness became less flat, as seen in Fig.2.7, point A.
This latter effect was attributed to the fact that the
extraction grid itself was not totally flat and the
specimen current is more sensitive to undulations in the
extraction grid when it was nearer to the specimen
surface.
An increase in extraction field clearly caused an
increase in specimen current. Surface charging was more
rapid and equilibrium was reached more quickly. For even
greater extraction fields and larger beam currents, the
comparison of dielectric thicknesses was more difficult as
image darkening and specimen current decay was further
accelerated. Both thicknesses of passivation charged to
equilibrium quickly, even at low magnifications.
For the thermal oxide and nitride samples,

the

thickness dependency was less clear and charging was fast
for all thicknesses. This was due to additional dielectric
grown or deposited on the back of the wafers during
processing. Due to this problem, only the passivatiori
samples were used in the remaining experiments. It should
also be noted that charging was found to be independent of
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Fig 2.7 - Specimen Current Trace - The Effect o f
Sudden Increase in Extraction Field.
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tFig.2.71 A sudden increase in extraction field increases the rate of charging
for both samples, giving a greater negative specimen current. The rate of decay
of the specimen current signal also increases as charge equilibrium is achieved
in a shorter time.

the passivation process used.
2.7 Magnification Effects
2.7.1 Sudden Increases In Magnification
The eight coarse magnification settings on the S100
will be referred to as CM 1-8, cf. section 2.2.1. They
enable the magnification to be increased in X2 steps. When
a thin. (O.35um) dielectric is illuminated on the lower
settings, CM1 or CM2, by a 20-4OnA beam under a low
extraction field (10V@2mzn), it has been demonstrated that
the surface of the dielectric, viewed on the CRT, darkens
slowly. This is accompanied by a negative specimen current
signal decaying asymptotically to zero.
If the magnification is increased at this point eg.
CM2->CM3, the specimen current signal usually jumps
negative and then decays towards zero more rapidly than
before. However, with further steps up in magnification,
eventually there is a small positive jump in specimen
current signal. Fig.2.8a and 2.8b. show HP X-Y display
traces of specimen current during successive increases in
the course magnification setting. In Fig.2.8a, a
magnification of CM3 gave a negative specimen current
decaying upwards to zero. When the magnification is
switched to C114 and higher settings, the specimen current
is positive and decays down to zero. The change in
specimen current sign occurs between CM3 and CFI4. Fig.2.8b
shows the change in the specimen current sign between CM2
and CM3 for identical system parameters.

- 47 Fig 2.8a - Specimen Current Trace on Sudden Increases
in Magnification.
V:: =lkV V-- -=10V@2mm Ip=4OA Si02 thickness = 0.35um

0 nA

is/sq
Fig 2.8b - Specimen Current Trace on Sudden Increases
in Magnification.
V=1kV VEXT=1OV@2mm IPB=4OnA

SiO: thickness = 0.35um

r
1

0
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1 S / sq
[Yig.2.8a-b] On low magnification, a sudden increase in magnification usually
results in a IEGATIVE jump in specimen current which then decays more rapidly to
zero. With higher magnifications, a sudden increase in magnification can lead to
a POSITIVE jump in specimen current followed by a more rapid decay to zero. The
onset of this switch in sign of the specimen current is found to be dependent on
the charging history of the sample.
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on the charging history of the sample including

the time

spent at each magnification. It is difficult to predict
when the sign of the specimen current will be reversed on
an increase in magnification.
2.7.2 N-square Production

When switching to a higher magnification and then back
eg. CM3->CM4->CM3, on a thin dielectric (0.35um) using a
low beam current of 20-4OnA under a low extraction field
(10V@2mm), the area scanned whilst on the higher
magnification is often seen as a dark square, centre

screen. This is generally considered to be due to enhanced
positive charging in this region. Fig.2.9 shows two such
concentric squares. The squares are viewed on CH1 and show
that the sample had previously been exposed on CN2 and CN3
settings. Eventually the darker squares or M-squares

will

fade. Any surface that is not covered by a particular
N-square will be referred to as the

surrounds

of that

N-square.
The rate at which the an N-square is seen to fade
depends on the SEN control settings used to view the
square. More specifically, the greater the

intensity

of

irradiation, the quicker the N-square will fade. If the
beam current is reduced to zero, the N-square will still
be visible when viewed again, minutes later. This
indicates that any mechanisms resulting in the
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Fig 2.9 - Image Showing Charge Square Creation
(N—squares)

Vp=1kV VFXT=10V@ 5 mm IPB=lOnA Sioz thickness
Mac.=Thi

fFig.2.91 Charge squares or s-squares show the charging of dielectric at
different iagnificatious.

- 50 redistribution of charge without the aid of the primary
beam, eg. diffusion, are less important than the
redistribution of charge due to SEs.
The presence of the N-square in the field of scan and
its subsequent decay is also highlighted on the specimen
current trace. This is shown in Fig.2.10. At the start of
the frame, the beam crosses lightly charged dielectric,
the surrounds of the N-square. Further charging can occur
and this is reflected by the negative specimen current
(fs->B). Further down the frame, at point B, the beam is
now crossing both lightly charged surrounds and a highly
charged N-square twice every line scan.

ie .

twice every

lOus. This frequency is a little too high to be resolved
on the trace and so an average current is recorded.
Charging of the N-square is less rapid as it has
previously been subjected to a greater beam intensity at a
higher magnification. Any negative signal is due primarily
to the beam striking the surrounds. Hence the average
signal obtained for B->C is less negative than for fs->B.
From C->fs, the beam is again only incident on the lightly
charged N-square surrounds giving a greater negative
current and a negative step in the specimen current trace
at C. The whole signal decays to zero and the step fades
in unison with the N-square. This correlation between the
fading square and step is especially good with low
extraction fields.
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Fig 2.10 - Specimen Current Trace Showing Presence
of H—square.
VF=1kV VEXT=1OV@2mrn Ipn4OnA

Mag.CN3

fs = frame start

WMMUMMOR,
ORINi flI

3ms/Sq

[Fig.2.10] Specimen current traces show the presence of charge squares. From
points B to C the beas is passing over a charged square, an area that is closer
to charge equilibrium than the surrounding surfaces. Between these points the
average rate of charging is less and there is a corresponding step in the
specimen current trace.
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Most SEM images are formed using a TV rate frame scan.
The sample is scanned at a frequency of 50 scans/second.
So each scan takes 0.025. This parameter is rarely altered
and little work has been done to investigate its effect on
specimen charging.
A digital scan generator (DSG) (cf. section 2.2.1) was
used to provide a selection of scan times ranging from TV
rate to 60s/frame. At the slower scan speeds, the CRT
image is lost and so to visualise any slow scan charge
patterns, the TV rate must be reselected and any
observations made using a low beam current so that the
pattern does not fade. Unfortunately, a low beam current
also reduces the specimen current signal and so an optimum
value is used. Thus to observe slow scan charging effects
it was necessary to develop a procedure to capture the
pattern quickly before fading occurs.
Initially a complicated procedure was developed that
involved turning the slowly scanning beam off at the
required scan position and altering the resolution,
magnification and scan speed of the S100. As well as being
cumbersome, the beam current fluctuated just after the
beam was switched on causing fast pattern fading. This was
undesirable and so a new technique was developed using the
S100's SMALL SCAN facility.
The SMALL button and the required scan speed button
could be pressed simultaneously to scan a smaller area at
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depressed simultaneously for the purposes of observation.
The full procedure for observing slow scan charge
patterns is described in steps 1 - 6 below.
Select magnification eg. CH2
Select resolution (primary beam current = 60nA)
To view: Select TV scan rate and NORMAL scan size
To charge: Select slow scan rate and SMALL scan size
Wait to allow charge pattern to form
Go to 3
Using magnification CM2 and a low extraction field of
(10V@2mm) charge patterns were created for a wide range of
scan rates on a 0.35um passivation layer. For the higher
scan rates up to TV scan, the charging pattern took the
form of a familiar, dark N-square covering the smaller
scan area. But for slow scan rates, only two dark lines of
charge were seen (Fig.2.11a). These lines corresponded to
the point in the frame scan at which the slower scan was
terminated (D) and the end of the frame (F). The
corresponding specimen current trace is 'shown in
Fig.2.11b. The image scans two specimens in order that
their dividing line (E) provides an additional reference
point on the current trace.
For intermediate scan rates, both the line and the
square were visible. Table 1 shows how the charge patterns
are affected by scan rate for a 0.35um passivation layer.
It can be seen that the transition from charge squares to

- 54 Fig 2.11a - Image Showing Slow Scan Charge Lines
at End Of Scan and End of Frame
VFB=lkV Vrxr=10V@2mm IPB=6OnA Si02 thickness = 0.35um
Pattern formed with Mag.=CI'13,frame scan=60s
Viewed with Nag.=CN2frame scan = TV rate

Fig 2.11b - Specimen Current Trace of Slow Scan
Carge Pattern in 2.11a
Parameters as above
fs=frame start
U)

0
1-4

0 nA

3ms/sq

(Fig.l.11a-bl Slow frame scans result in charge line patterns (points F and F 1
Fig.l.11a) and these are also highlighted on the specimen current trace
(Fig.2.11b). Charge lines occur at the end of the trait and the last position of
the bean. Such scans can be used to anneal charge squarest

- 55 charge lines occurs at lower scan rates for higher beam
currents.
Table 1

Scan Rate

Pattern (60nA)

Pattern (6nA)

TV

square

square

0.2

square

square

0.5

square

square

1.0

square

square

2.0

square/line

square

5.0

line

square

10.0

line

square/line

30.0

line

square/line

60.0

line

square/line

The results show that on a flat dielectric, charge
patterns are dependent on scan speed and beam current.
2.9 Virgin And Non Virgin Samples

All of the previous experiments involve the charging
and redistribution of charge on dielectric surfaces. At no
point has it been claimed that discharge of the sample as
a whole has occurred. This means that if a sample has
already been irradiated in a previous experiment, it may
still retain a residual charge on its surface. Once a
sample is highly charged, N-squares are difficult to
create and the specimen current traces show much less
variation when the beam passes from the H-square to the
surrounds. The whole surface appears to be charged to
equilibrium.
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investigation but this is impractical: Instead it is
necessary to wait for any acquired charge to leak away to
ground. These discharging mechanisms take place quite
slowly. An Fl square could still be seen many minutes after
it was formed as long as it had not been illuminated in
the interim. Indeed, if background discharging mechanisms
had similar time constants to charging mechanisms, the
analysis of the charge build-up would be much more
complex.
In practice, large samples were used and only small
areas were illuminated at a time. When all the area was
exhausted, the sample was left to discharge, at least
overnight, but generally much longer.
It was important not to fully charge the sample over a
wide area too soon. This explains the low extraction
fields used in most of the experiments. The strength of
the field enhances charging and for the samples used, a
field strength of ].OV@lmm caused significant surface
darkening even at low magnifications. To avoid this
problem, the extraction grid was removed to a greater
distance (2mm) as this also reduced the effects resulting
from the fact that it was not completely flat.
2.10 Discussion Of Charging Experiments
2.10.1 Similarities With CCVC Results

When a freshly prepared dielectric sample is first
illuminated by an electron beam, a transient specimen

-. 57 current can be observed which corresponds to the charging
of the specimen to some steady state. Little has been
written about this phenomenon but it can be seen from the
previous results that many characteristics can be
explained by referring to CCVC investigations.
For each set of e-beam parameters, there exists a
final, equilibrium state of charging. Initially the fresh
sample will be off equilibrium and will approach it at a
rate that is strongly deiendent on the FE current density
and the capacitance of the specimen. The rate of charging
of the specimen is governed by the same parameters as the
CCVC storage time.
Two established laws in the field of CCVC are that the
storage time is inversely proportional to the thickness of
the passivation layer and the current density (eg.[38]).
Therefore it would be reasonable to expect that the rate
of the surface charging of a dielectric would also follow
a similar relationship. However, attempts to confirm this
proved unsuccessful on the S100. At low FE energies (lkeV)
and at the beam currents required to make meaningful
charging time estimates (20-6OnA), the beam current was
seen to fluctuate by up to 20% above or below a mean
value. Such large errors made a nonsense of any
quantitative measurements.
Recent beam current measurements on the same SEN have
confirmed that 20% fluctuations in the current do occur
for half an hour after the instrument has been switched
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2.10.2 N-square And

Specimen Currents

N-squares were more difficult to create with higher
extraction fields and on samples which had undergone a
large amount of previous exposure. This indicated that
charge equilibrium had already been achieved on the lower
magnification settings. However, this was not always
reflected by the specimen current traces. Even under
conditions when N-squares were totally unobtainable on the

image, some contrast existed in the specimen current trace
as if an N-square were still present. This mismatch in the
two observation techniques highlighted the extra, as yet
unconsidered, characteristics of the SEN image and
justified the need for the additional specimen current
measurements.
The signal that forms the image is convoluted by SE
transfer properties of the system. As the specimen surface
becomes more positive, the detector is only picking up the
high energy SEs in the SE energy distribution curve. The
SE signal is comparatively small. Further increases in
surface potential, give progressively smaller decreases in
signal until the contrast between the similarly charged
areas is not discernable to the naked eye.
A second observation in need of explanation is when,
with a low magnification, an area is charged to
equilibrium, sometimes an N-square is still formed when
the magnification is increased for a time and then
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was charged to equilibrium on the lower magnification,
one would expect no further charging on increased
magnification. The unexpected creation of this N-square
can be explained by recalling the reversal in specimen
current sign on increased magnification.
In Figs.2.8a and 2.8b, the decay of specimen current
traces towards zero corresponded to the approach of the
specimen surface towards its equilibrium potential. If it
is assumed that the positive charging of the specimen
surface under constant irradiation is akin to the charging
of a capacitor, it can be represented by the schematic
diagram shown in Fig.2.12a. The differential of this curve
gives the rate of charge build up ie. the current
'entering' the surface. This is shown schematically in
Fig.2.12b, curve. 1. The reflection of this curve in the
time axis (curve 2) would be the SCA signal as
compensating electrons are pulled to the substrate. It
follows that positive specimen current signal corresponds
to a nett reduction in positive charge at the surface.
Positive jumps in the specimen current trace were
noted at high magnifications indicating that many SEs are
being re-collected by the positively charged areas
surrounding the point of illumination. It was also noted
that the creation of positive specimen current traces
depended on the charging history of the sample.
In general, at some high magnification, any extra

Fig 2.12a SURFACE CHARGE BUILD-UP WITH TIME
(ASSUMING A SIMPLE CAPACITATIVE MODEL)

equilibrium
charge

en

1.

n
time
Fig. 2,12b TYPICAL SURFACE AND SPECIMEN CURRENT
VARIATION WITH TIME.

Curve 1

Nett current at
sDecimen surface

/ /

time

\

"Curve 2 Specimen current

[Fig.2.12a-b] The build up of charge on the specimen surface is capacitative in
nature, A negative specimen current denotes a nett positive charging of the
specimen.
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rate of the illuminated area is more than offset by the
discharging of surrounding areas. The presence of a
positive specimen current trace will depend on a complex
function of the extraction field strength and the
irradiation times at previous magnifications. It follows
that the presence of the spurious H-square is due to the
discharge of the surroundings rather than further
increases in potential of the N-square region.
2.10.3 The Effect Of Altering The Frame Scan Time
As the scan rate is increased, the dwell time of the
beam at any point on the specimen surface is also
increased. If the dwell time is long enough that a scan
line is highly charged after one pass, the SEs emitted
from neighbouring lines will be re-collected by these high
potential areas.
An analogy is of someone digging a series of parallel
trenches (Fig.2.13a). If while digging a trench, an
adjacent one is available, the soil dug from the new
trench is thrown into the previous one (Fig.2.13b). After
a certain number of trenches,the digger returns to re-dig
the first trench. When digging stops the only trenches
that have not been refilled are the current trench and the
end trench (Fig.2.13c).
By using a large beam current, a slow scan speed and a
small extraction field to aid re-collection, end of frame
and scan termination lines of positive charge were
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SLOW SCAN - PARALLEL TRENCH ANALOGY
Fig 2.13a PLAN WHERE TRENCHES WILL BE DUG

start trench

end trench
trenches to be dug from left to right --->

Fi 2.13b START TRENCH REFILLED WHEN DIGGING 2ND
start trench

end trench

U

= TRENCH

current position of digger

trenches to be dug from left to right ---->

Fig. 2.13c AFTER DIGGING STOPS
start trench

end trench
last position of digger
trenches to be dug from left to right --->

- 63 visible. Using these conditions, it was also possible to
'anneal out' existing charge squares on the specimen
surface replacing them with a single line of charge, if
the scan termination coincided with the frame end.
Clearly, the ability to remove charge squares in
exchange for a line of charge at the end of the scan frame
is potentially very useful if voltage measurements are to
be made. The end of frame may be lOOum or more from the
point of interest. Such distant charge will have a lesser
effect on the trajectories of SEs emitted from that
point.
2.11 Summary

It has been shown that different charge patterns can
be formed on the surface of a dielectric by a scanning
electron beam. The particular pattern produced depends on
the conditions of illumination, specimen parameters and
the SEN environment in which that specimen sits. Charge
patterns depend on every aspect of the system.
The redistribution of charge is dominated by the
movement of SEs through the vacuum as a result of the
scanning

beam. Any other mechanism of charge

redistribution, such as diffusion and charge leakage,
assume a secondary rle.
Nett discharging of the specimen surface can occur
under certain conditions on a plain dielectric. Charged
areas have been annealed using high beam currents and slow
scan rates, being replaced by a single charge line. This

- 64 is an important result as it means that for these
conditions it is possible to exercise some control over

specimen charging. To observe this effect using simple
measurement tools, it was necessary to use a narrow window
of system parameter values.
All the

preceding experiments examine

surface

potential before the sample has charged to equilibrium.
Such observations were made possible by using thin
dielectrics, by providing •a good substrate contact to
ground and by keeping the extraction field small
(10V@2mm). Under these

conditions,

with a low

magnification ( CM1-C!'13) and a PB current that is less

than 60nA, surface potential increase is slow.
For practical e-beam measurements, detector systems
incorporate extraction fields of typically 100V/mm. The
capacitance of the dielectric surfaces of real devices are
small in comparison to the 0.35um sample thickness used in
this work. There maybe several dielectric layers on a
VLSI chip and it will not necessarily have an earthed
substrate contact. These differences suggest that real
VLSI specimens have faster charging rates. In addition,
the presence of any

conducting

lines on the specimen

surface plus their orientation with respect to the scan
direction will produce more complicated charge patterns
than those reported in this chapter. Nevertheless, it is
still

possible

that

conditions

exist

whereby

redistribution of unwanted surface charging can be

- 65 achieved for real devices leading to improved e-beam
measurements.
Now that the essential mechanisms of charge movement
are understood, it would be useful to model the e-beam
system. This would enable surface charging to be predicted
for those situations that could not be easily observed.
These predictions would also be unconvoluted by the
detector arrangement or by any conducting electrodes on
the specimen surface.

CHAPTER 3
DEVELOPMENT OF A DYNAMIC CHARGING MODEL

3.1 Introduction
It was shown experimentally in Chapter 2 that e-beam
system parameters can dictate, to some extent, the
positive charging patterns produced on the specimen
surface. Most importantly, on a flat sample of dielectric,
a particular set of parameters can move charge away from a
point of interest. By developing this idea, it may be
possible to obtain more accurate measurements with the
e-beam tester at that point.
At present, no model has been developed to predict
charge patterns. Often, it is not even possible to observe
them. Charging can happen so fast that the pattern of
interest is effaced before it can be viewed. In addition,
any images will be convoluted by the characteristics of
the imaging system and charging may be drastically altered
during image capture.
• It is clear that some form of charge pattern model
would be useful. This chapter will describe the
formulation and implementation of such a model.
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3.2.1 Objectives Of The Model
The objectives of the new model are to predict trends
in specimen charge patterns and to improve on existing
models of positive specimen charging.
Whilst negative charging has been studied in detail
[45], few have studied positive charging. Brunner and
Schmid [49] assumed that the SE current re-collected by a
surface element was proportional to the surface potential
at that element. The dielectric surface charging is then
analogous to the charging of a capacitor through a
resistor. Although this model is an oversimplification, it
predicted correctly that positive charging is less on
insulators than on floating conductors. This simple
capacitative model represents the extent of positive
specimen charge modelling to date.
The model proposed in this chapter will not assume a
linear relationship between the re-collected SE current
and the surface charge. Instead it will plot SE
trajectories to determine if they will be re-collected and
where they will be re-collected. Thus the complexities of
SE redistribution will be modelled more closely.
3.2.2 General Model Requirements
The e-beam tester can adopt an enormous range of
parameter value combinations. The primary beam (PB)
current, magnification, detector and specimen voltages can
all be varied by several orders of magnitude if necessary.
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beam may irradiate parts of the specimen surface more than
once during one frame scan. That is to say adjacent scan
lines may overlap. In the extreme case, at very high
magnification, the line scan length may be small compared
to the spot size. Any point in the scanned area would be
illuminated for much of the frame scan time. To formulate
and verify a charging model for all possible situations
would be an immense task. Instead, the scope of the model
must be reduced.
The experiments in Chapter 2 adopted a spot size of
about lum and a scan size of about 600um x 600um. With
roughly 600 scan lines in a frame. It can be assumed that
there was no overlapping of scan lines and that each point
was illuminated once and only once in one scan frame. In
this chapter a model is developed to examine this
situation, with aluminium tracks and S102 dielectric,
for a range of beam currents and frame scan times. In
particular it is hoped that the charge squares and charge
lines can be reproduced by the model.
3.2.3 Mechanisms Of Charge Redistribution

When charging occurs on an insulating surface due to
an e-beam, there are several possible mechanisms by which
it can be redistributed. In addition to charge movement in
the form of SE5 above the specimen surface, it is
important to consider the impact of charge migration
within the specimen. High concentrations of positive

charge will tend to disperse throughout the specimen
causing a decay in the charge density at the surface.
There may also be leakage paths to ground, leading to a
more rapid decay. All three mechanisms are represented
schematically in Fig.3.1.
The results of the previous chapter indicated that the
time constants for leakage and dispersion are large when
compared to the, rate at which re-collected SEs can change
the charge distribution. Therefore, in this model, only
the vacuum borne charge redistribution mechanism need be
considered.
3.2.4 Arguments For A 2D Approach

The potential at a point above a charged dielectric
surface is given by Poissons Equation.
V2V = - P/€

Eqn.1

V and p are the potential and volume charge density at
any point and € is the permittivity in the vacuum chamber.
Eqn.2 is the equation of motion for an emitted SE.
1/2me ((*)2+()2+()2)_ qe V( x , y , z )= cons t

Eqn.2

me and q are the mass and charge of an electron.
Throughout this thesis the convention will be that scan
lines run parallel to the x axis.
The development of a full 3D model from Eqns.1 and
2 was considered too complex a task. Run time estimates
for software incorporating a 3D model were found to be
impractical with the available computing resources.
Clearly an alternative approach was needed.
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Fig 3.1 Surface Charge Redistribution Mechanisms

PRIMARY BEAM
-V

vacuum borne electrons

DIELECTRIC SURFACE

4f+
charge dispersion
\4

leakage to ground

[Fig.3A] Charge redistribution can take place by a
number of mechanisms. Experimental observations in Chapter
2 showed the re-collection of vacuum borne SEs to be the
most dominant.
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of a 2D model. The SEN raster moves in two dimensions and
the equilibrium surface potential will also be two
dimensional. An interesting feature of the N-squares and
charge lines observed gives further support to this
approach. If an area of the specimen surface is
illuminated uniformly, the surface potential along any
scan line appears constant within the scanned area.
That is to say, no contrast variation along the x axis is
visible within a scanned area. This can be seen on the CM3
N-square in Fig.2.9 and the charge line pattern of
Fig.2.11a. This observation is represented schematically
in Fig.3.2a and is a necessary formal hypothesis in order
to give further credence to the 2D approach.

Hypothesis 1:

the surface potential

along any scan

line is constant within the scanned area.

The basis for Hypothesis 1 is simple observation of
charge patterns on a SEN CRT. No measurement of SE signal
levels has been made. Thus the accuracy of this hypothesis
is limited by the CRT voltage contrast that can be
discerned by the naked eye.
The hypothesis allows the surface potential outside
the scanned area to vary. In Fig.3.2a the surrounding
dielectric is less positively charged and the potential is
seen to fall away at scan boundaries. In reality,
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Fig.3.2a Schematic representation of SEN CRT image
and the potential along a scan line A—>B
Xas
[Fig.3.2a) There is no visible variation in
line scan ->
contrast along an arbitrary scan line A-)B. This
indicates that the potential is constant along a
scan line within the scanned area.
401)

I

I

>'E1
Fig.3.2b Schematic representation of SEN CRT image
and the potential down a perpendicular C—>D

Xaxis
14v

-

C
[Fig.3.2b] By plotting the surface potential along
a perpendicular C-)b, the surface potential for
each scan line is plotted.
tj
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cI

C

D

Fig.3.2c Modelling limitations in the presence of
conducting tracks.

• = CONDUCTING TRACK
X as->

X axis - >

OK to model

NOT OK
Potential varies along
X axis.

- 73 some variation in potential would occur within the scanned
area near points A and B as the lesser charged region is
approached. Such edge effects are a further limitation to
the validity of the hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1 allows the surface potential of the
dielectric within the scanned area to be represented by
plotting the potential of a line down the surface
of the scanned area. In Fig.3.2b the surface potential
plot along CD maps the surface potential of each scan
line. Note that the potential down the scanned area can
vary and is not constrained by Hypothesis 1. A 2D model of
specimen charging requires that surface potentials for the
specimen be represented in this way. Such a representation
effectively extends all scan lines to infinity. This is a
limitation of the model which will be addressed later in
the chapter.
The PB should now be pictured as an infinite line of
primary electrons incident on each scan line in turn. The
dwell time of this new beam shape being adjusted to
deliver the same radiation dose as the 'real life'
scanning spot.
Adopting Hypothesis 1 puts some important restrictions
on the use of the final model. As scan lines are at
a constant potential, it would be invalid to model the
presence of conducting lines at some fixed potential
running perpendicular to the scan lines, ie. down the CRT
image. However, in practice, there is no reason why the
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charge patterns do comply with the model (Fig.3.2c). Also
the model can not be used if part of the scanned area has
been pre-charged in advance. For example, in Fig.2.9 the
creation of the CM2 N-square could not be modelled if the
CM3 N-square were already present.
3.2.5 SE Angular Distribution

Hypothesis 1, alone, does not enable the use of a 2D
model. Even though the resulting surface potentials are
now represented by a potential map of a line down the
surface of the specimen, any electron incident on that
line may cause SEs to be emitted in any direction. It is
necessary to consider all these electrons whatever their
initial direction. It is here that the 2D approach runs
into difficulties.
Lambert's angular distribution law for calculating the
number of electrons (dN) per solid angle element (dQ ) at
an emission angle

0 is given by Eqn.3.

dN = Nt0tCOSO dl

Eqn.3

Ntot is the total number of electrons emitted and 0 is
the angle between the initial direction of the emitted SE
and the primary beam axis (see Fig.3.3a), sometimes known
as the angle of elevation. This law only considers the
angular distribution in one vertical plane, such as Z in
Fig.3.3a, which passes through the beam spot. The law is
true for any such plane and so the distribution of SEs in
the elevation angle has rotational symmetry about the axis
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ttca

:

specimen surface
For SEs emitted in a plane through beam spot:
Lainhert's Law states d.N = Nt0tcosO d2
ir

For SEs emitted in all planes through beam spot:
dN = NtotCOS 0 sinG dO = Ntotslfl2 0 d

Fig.3.3b 3D SE Angular Distribution shape

e= SE angle of
elevation

length L o cos9
specimen surface

- 76 formed by the primary beam. This gives the 3D angular
distribution shape shown in Fig.3.3b.
The model requires an expression for the angular
distribution of SEs in

0

that considers all electrons,

whatever their emission plane. Referring to Fig.3.3a, for
an angle dO between

0

and

0

+ dO , the distribution

must consider all SEs with an initial elevation that
causes them to pass through the annulus shown. The area of
this annulus is proportional to sin

0

By incorporating the angular dependency of the area of
the annulus in Fig.3.3a into Lambert's law, the modified
SE angular distribution for all SEs can be expressed.
dN = NtotSlflO cos0 dO
dN = Ntotsiri20 dO

Eqn.4

Electrons will be distributed evenly around the
azimuthal angle

.

By adopting the modified SE angular distribution given
in Eqn. 4, all SEs are considered. But once the electrons
have emerged, a 2D model must track their 3D trajectories
on a 2D plane. It has already been noted that there is no
visible variation in charge along a scan line and this has
been adopted as a basic hypothesis. So although the
emitted electrons may have velocity

components

in all

directions, it can be argued that movement of electrons
along the x direction must have no nett effect on specimen
charging.
Consider Fig.3.4a. OPQR is a line that runs along the
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[lig.3.4a] If electron A travels from P to U, by
Hypothesis 2, a compensating electron, B, travels from I
to Q. The resultant charge movement for line OPQI is
equivalent to a SR emitted at P and landing at Q.

Fig.3.4b SE trajectory viewed along x axis

vertical plane through OPQR

A

I

I

Q

scan line -

p

[Yig3.4b] Then viewed along the x axis,the trajectory of
electron A will appear to start and finish on line OPQ1.
lotion along the x axis can not be seen. To the observer,
the electron has lost all kinetic energy associated with
motion along the x axis.
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lines that run parallel to the x axis. Throughout this
chapter, any such line will be referred to as a
'perpendicular'. Secondary electron A, originating from
OPQR at P, has a component of velocity in the x direction
which will cause it to land on a different perpendicular,
STUV, at point U. It is proposed that a compensating
electron, B, will leave T to land at Q. P and T are on the
same scan line and distances PQ and TU are equal. The
resulting charge perturbation would have been the same if
electron A had travelled from P to Q and electron B had
travelled from T to U.

Hypothesis 2 The nett effect of SEs moving along the x
direction, before being re-collected, would be the same as
if there had been no movement of SEs along this
direction at all.

In other words, the charge perturbation for line OPQR
following the irradiation of the scanned area can be
modelled by projecting the trajectories of SEs emanating
from OPQR onto an imaginary plane passing vertically
through OPQR. This is equivalent to observing the
trajectory along the x axis so that electron A appears to
land at Q (Fig3.4b).
Hypothesis 2 relies on the validity of Hypothesis 1.
The beam must be seen as illuminating all parts of a scan

- 79 line at once and not as

a

scanning

spot.

This

approximation will be worse for slower scans.
It is important to stress that Hypothesis 2 does not
allow us to return to the standard form of Lambert's
angular distribution law. There is still a need to
consider all SE5 whatever their emission plane and not
just the SE5 emitted in the vertical plane passing through
OPQR.
Consider Fig.3.4a again. All SEs that are not emitted
in the vertical plane passing through OPQR, will have some
initial energy associated with their initial motion along
the x direction. The amount of energy will depend on the
azimuthal angle of the initial emission plane. Given a
total initial SE energy, the portion associated with
initial movement along the x axis must be removed before
the SE trajectory can be plotted in the vertical plane
through OPQR. As the modified angular distribution covers
all emission planes and partitions SEs evenly about 0, it
must be used in preference to the standard form of
Lambert's law, to approximate the initial energy to be
removed.
By adopting Hypothesis 2, charge perturbations can now
be modelled by plotting SE trajectories in a 2D plane.
Correct modelling requires that the kinetic energy
associated with initial SE movement along the x direction
is removed before trajectory plotting commences. This
modification to the SE energy distribution will now be
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3.2.6 Secondary Electron Energy Distribution
The primary beam can be incident on both conducting
tracks or surrounding dielectric. The materials considered
in this work are assumed to be aluminium and Si02. Both
conductor and dielectric will emit SEs when bombarded by
the electron beam and the energy distribution of these
electrons must be modelled before trajectory plotting can
commence.
Aluminium SE energies are assumed to follow the
Chung-Everhart Law [50]. The number of electrons (dN) with
an energy (E) between E and E+dE is given by Eqn.5.
dN = kE/[E+W] 4 dE
W is the work function (4.0 for Al

Eqn. 5
[50]) and k is a

constant. There is no equivalent expression for Si02.
The Chung-Everhart Law is only valid for the free electron
gas metals. It is not necessarily valid for a dielectric.
In this model the SE energy distribution for Si02 is
assumed to be the same as that of aluminium. This
is likely to be a source of error, but a more
accurate determination of the energy distribution was
deemed beyond the scope of this thesis. In Chapter 4 a
method is described by which the SE energy distribution
for a dielectric might be measured. Experimental values
are preferable to any theoretical model. The energy
distribution will not only depend on the nature of the
dielectric but also on the condition of its surface which
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A modification is required to the adopted energy
distribution that allows for some of the SE energy to be
associated with motion along the x direction ie. a
transverse velocity

component.

Transverse velocity

components can not affect the projected 2D SE trajectory
on a vertical plane passing through a perpendicular. The
inital SE velocity must be adjusted to consider only the
components within the plane.

The new SE energy

distribution can be thought of as an 'effective' 2D energy
distribution.
Referring to Figs.3.3a and 3.4a, the initial velocity
of an electron in its perpendicular plane (v2D) is given
by Eqn.6.
V2D = vcos4

Eqn.6

v is the initial velocity of the SE. As E = 1/2mv 2 , the
initial energy associated with motion in this plane(E2D) is
given by Eqn.7
E2D=ECOS 2 4

Eqn.7

E is the initial energy of the SE. By considering Eqn.8,
Eqn.9 follows from the Chung-Everhart rule (Eqn.5).
dN/dE2DdN/dE.dE/dE2D=dN/dE.1/cos2

Eqn.8

dN/dE2D=kE2DcOs 4 4 /[E2D+Wc0524'

Eqn.9

]4

This modified SE energy distribution complies with
Hypothesis 2 and gives a greater number of lower energy
SEs. A comparison of the normalised standard and effective
energy distributions is shown in Fig.3.5.

k
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Fig 3.5 Normalised initial SE energy distributions

NUMBER

I

OF SEs

WITH TRANSVERSE
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I'
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FOR ALUMINIUM

0

INITIAL SE ENERGY (eV)

[Fig.3.5] SEs having a standard Chung - Everhart initial
energy, Eev, will have a range of initial energies,
O->EeV, associated with motion in one particular plane.
Thus the 2D distribution of initial SE energy is shifted
towards smaller values when compared to the Chung Everhart curve.
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In summary, Hypotheses 1 and 2 allow a 2D model. The
surface potential variation on a perpendicular contains

a

surface potential value for each scan line. The
trajectories of all SEs emanating from the perpendicular
can then be projected onto a vertical plane through the
perpendicular and the apparent SE re-collection point
noted. This models the re-collection, by the perpendicular,
of secondaries actually generated from all over the
scanned area.
It has been necessary to modify Lambert's angular
distribution law to consider all SE emission planes.
Secondary trajectories originating from a perpendicular of
interest and initially in emission planes having azimuthal
angles greater than zero, are used to model the
re-collection by the perpendicular of SEs, generated by
other perpendiculars, which have some initial velocity
along the x direction. This is done by projecting the
trajectories onto a vertical plane through the
perpendicular of interest and recording where they appear
to land.
It was necessary to remove all initial energy not
associated with motion in the vertical plane through the
perpendicular of interest. This energy amount depends on
the azimuthal angle defining the initial SE direction.
From this a 2D version of the initial SE energy
distribution was generated.
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1 and 2 and the modified SE energy

and angular distributions means that 2D versions of Ecjns.1
and 2 can now be adopted.
V 2 V(y,z) = - P/€
1/2me(() 2 +() 2 ) - qV(y,z)=const

Eqn.10
Eqn.11

P is now an area charge density.
3.2.8 Discussion Of SE Notion In The x Axis

It is important that any specimen charging model
should predict how many SEs will be recaptured by the
specimen surface. The disadvantage of a 2D model is that
SEs can only avoid recapture by escaping along one
dimension,

for instance SE5 whose trajectories are

projected onto the vertical plane through OPQR in Fig.3.4b
can only escape the scanned area by passing over 0 or Q.
Clearly, in real life, SEs will also escape along the x
direction and some allowance should be made for this
happening.
Hypotheses 1 and 2 have allowed the development of a
model that assumes the scanned area extends to infinity in
the x direction. This implies that each scan line extends
to infinity. Thus, theoretically, SEs are being produced
from outside the actual area scanned and can contribute to
charge landing within the actual area scanned. In reality,
these SEs are not produced. Unless they are removed from
the model, too many SEs will be available for
re-collection. Therefore it is necessary to model the
finite size of the scanned area along the x direction. A
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limitations of the 2D approach allowed by Hypotheses 1 and
2.
Consider Fig.3.6. By applying the cancelling effect
embodied in Hypothesis 2, one can say that a SE electron,
A, emanating from inside the scanned area (P) and landing
outside the scanned area (U) must be balanced by a SE, B,
travelling in the other direction (T->Q). But secondary B
can not exist as there is no source of secondaries beyond
the scanned area. Thus there is no need to model the
charge perturbation due to electron B by plotting the
projected 2D trajectory of electron A. If the trajectory
of electron A causes it to be re-collected, the resulting
charge perturbation should be ignored.

Hypothesis 3:

Any electron that would have escaped

from the scanned area along the x direction before landing
(had its initial energy associated with motion in this
direction been retained) is modelling charge perturbations
due to re-collected SEs that could not have been created.

Consider a general electron emitted from a specimen
surface. A 2D trajectory plot in a vertical plane,
perpendicular to the line scans will show it to land after
time tiand. Whether the SE would have escaped the scanned
area along the x direction, will depend on the initial
velocity of the SE and the equation of motion along the x
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Fig.3.6 SE trade along the x axis for an infinite
scan line.

top of
scanned area

- - - - scan line

O

bottom of r
scanned area

[Pig3.6} Line $TUV is now outside a scanned area.
flovement of charge in the scanned area is modelled
assuming infinite scan lines, by adopting Hypotheses I and
2. But an infinite scan line allows SZs to be emitted from
points that, in real life, would not be irradiated. In
this situation, electron B should not be counted as
landing on OPQR. By Hypotheses 1 and 2, electron A should,
therefore, not be counted as re-collected if its real life
trajectory had caused it to escape the scanned area along
the x direction, prior to re-collection.

x axis -,
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Referring to

the

inset,

Eqn.13 is the equation of motion

,)

V2

along the x axis when a SE moves
from

P1.

potentials

to
of

1/2m e *2=tan2

P2
V1

having
and

V2.

E2n-qesin2 (V1-V2)

V1
Eqn.13

Unfortunately, potentials above the surface along
the x direction are unknown and so the value of tiand can
not be used to determine the distance travelled in the x
direction. Without knowing this distance, it is impossible
to tell whether the SE would have escaped along the x
direction and whether the re-collection of the secondary
should be counted.
In the 2D model, many SEs will be emitted with a
particular modified 2D energy and having the same
initial elevation angle 0. These electrons will follow the
same trajectory in 2D but will have a range of energies
associated with motion along the x direction. A certain
fraction will escape the scanned area in this direction
and their 2D trajectories will not be used to model real
electrons. This fraction will be called the lost electron
fraction

(dy).

Thus, the lost electron fraction is a measure of SEs
emanating from a perpendicular that would have escaped the
scanned area along the x axis. By Hypothesis 2, this is
equivalent to the number of additional SEs that would have
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infinite size. The lost electron fraction provides a
correction factor for the 2D model to compensate for SEs
that would not have been generated in the real 3D
situation and so could not have been re-collected.
In this model, there is no theoretical expression for
• Its value is calculated by comparing tiand
with a suitable time constant tcorist. For instance, if
tiand = 4ns and t08t = 8ns,

Y = 4/8 = 0.5. In this

case only half of the landing SEs will be counted. A
t0rIt value of 8ns will be used in the model.
3.3 Implementation Of The 2D Model
3.3.1 General Implementation Strategy

A flow diagram of the key program functions is shown
in Fig.3.7. The dwell time of the beam at each scan line
could be subdivided into a number of suitable time
intervals and the field above the dielectric was solved
for each time interval. The SEs emitted during each time
interval were partitioned according to the angular
distribution given by Eqn.4 and the energy distribution
given by Eqn.9. In addition, SE5 could be partitioned
according to their point of emission within the beam spot
itself, using a Gaussian spot profile.
Each scan line was illuminated in turn. The beam scan
algorithm used was able to manage non-illuminated gaps
between scan lines and the overlapping of scan lines but

COCTIM

Fig.3.7 - High Level Flow Diagram Of Computer Model

END

[Fig-3.71 A simple flow diagram of the field solving,
trajectory plotting and charge redistribution steps used
to model dynamic specimen charging.
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algorithm was most efficient at modelling the situation
where each point on the scan was illuminated once and only
once per frame.
3.3.2 Dwell Time And Charge Density Calculations.

td., the dwell time per meter, of a beam on a

scan

line is calculated by Eqn.14.
Eqn.14

tdw=(((tfrtff)/N1s)tlf)/X1en

taken for

tfr is the frame scan time, tff is the time

the beam to fly back ready to begin a new frame. tif

is

the time taken for the beam to fly back ready to begin a
new line scan, Ni,, is the number of scan lines per
frame and X]en is the length of the scan line.
If 600 lines cover a 600um x 600um square and the fly
back times are assumed to be negligible, for a TV
rate (0.02s), tdw = 0.056s per line meter.

scan

Re-collection

times were typically 2-10ns and typical time intervals
were 0.1-10 us. The total simulation time was the main
constraint on the time interval values used.
It should be noted, that

with

faster

simulation,

smaller field solving frequencies would not always have
meant greater accuracy. If the figure used is too small it
becomes comparable to the re-collection time. This model
assumes that all electrons have either landed or escaped
the system during the same time interval in which they
were emitted. No allowances are made for SEs still in
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intervals below the typical re-collection time.
The charge deposited along the scan line during the
dwell time is given by Eqn.15.
Q+=td w
lb

b.(1 - 7).(1EC)

is the beam current,

Eqn.15

77 is the backscatter fraction

and SEC is the secondary emission coefficient. The charge
will have a positive sign if the SEC is greater than 1.
If the width of each scan line is W8p0t and each
line abuts the previous line, the area charge density
( u + ),

just below the specimen surface, is given by

Eqn. 16.
0-tdw.Ib.(1fl ).(1-SEC)/w0t

Eqn.16

3.3.3 Mesh Generation

Defining the electrode and dielectric arrangements and
the field mesh before the commencement of modelling, can
be tedious and error prone. Additional software was
developed to automate this processes. Region, electrode
and dielectric arrangements could be sketched on a grid to
any scale, using a mouse. A life size example of such a
sketch is shown in Fig.3.8a. The software then prompted
for the region dimensions and the number of meshes per
region and then scaled and formatted the data
automatically to be compatable with the modelling
routines. The sketch shown in Fig.3.8a produced the mesh
shown in Fig.3.8b.
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[Fig.3.8a] To speed up the definition of electrodes,
dielectrics and meshes prior to simulation, additional
software was developed to allow the user to sketch in the
geometry required using a souse and to assign the required
dimensions and parameter values. This sketch was then
scaled automatically to be compatible with the field
solving and trajectory plotting routines (See Pig3.8b).

'V

-943.3.4 Trajectory Plotting And Field Solving

Trajectories were plotted through a finite element
field using the Euler method

(52]. Solving the finite

element field was achieved by Gaussian Elimination. The
exact method used was based upon Munro (51] but was
modified due to the large amount of field
required. Established field

solving

solving and trajectory

plotting routines were already available in the SEM
laboratory at the Edinburgh University, Electrical
Engineering Department and were not developed by the
author. For completeness, a description of the modified
Gaussian Elimination used can be found in Appendix A.
By the alteration of one input parameter, the
software could be switched from batch to on line
processing. This allowed potential and trajectory plots to
be examined. Fig.3.9 shows a typical example of both.
3.3.5 Modelling Times

Most modelling time was taken up by trajectory
plotting. Each trajectory took approximately 1 second to
plot. Typically 30,000 trajectories were plotted for each
frame and so the modelling of a single frame scan could
take days to complete.
Obviously it was necessary to reach a compromise
between accuracy and simulation time. This was done in two
ways. Firstly, only 30 - 40 scan lines were simulated
when 600 lines would make up a scan frame. This introduces
error in the SE trajectories as fields above the scanned
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Fig.3..An Example Potential And SE Trajectory Plot
[Pig.3.9] Although simulations were generally run in
batch mode, the software could also be run on line to
generate equipotential and trajectory plots. This figure
shows a typical example.
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area are more prone to edge effects due to the closer
proximity of unscanned dielectric. Secondly, the number of
iterations was kept as low as possible. Although this
increased error, by scaling the time intervals with
increases in the current density, it was hoped that this
error was systematic in nature.
3.3.6 Error Monitoring

Standard trajectory error monitoring was incorporated
into the model. Conservation of energy errors
re-collected SE5 were, on average, less than

for

0.1eV and

never exceeded 0.3eV unless otherwise stated. This was
deemed acceptable as the SE energy was usually rounded to
the nearest 0.6eV giving an error

of

1-

0.3eV.

3.3.7 Modelling Beam Penetration
Any charge within a mesh region was assumed to reside
at the centre of that mesh. For increased accuracy the
penetration of the primary beam was modelled by creating a
very thin mesh at the surface of the dielectric which had
a depth that was twice the size of the penetration depth
of a lkeV electron. Fig.3.10 shows Monte Carlo simulations
(NC-SIN provided by the Materials Dept., Imperial College,
London) of penetration depth for a lkeV primary beam in
3102. The average penetration depth can be seen to be
about O.Olurn. Thus a surface mesh size of 0.02um was used
in the model. In addition, all re-collected SEs were
assumed to reside at the centre of the mesh even though
their landing energy was less than lkeV. In reality their

Fig. 3.10 Penetration of ikeV Electrons
In SiOZ
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(Fig.3.10J The onte-Carlo simulation shows the average
penetration of a lkeV beam in Si07 to be approximately
O.Olum. The charging model assumes all specimen charge is
located at this depth.

- 98 average penetration depth will be less than that of
incident primary electrons and this must be noted as a
source of error.
3.3.8 The Low Extraction Field Case
It was mentioned in Chapter 1 that there is a modern
trend to reduce extraction fields in order to combat the
charging problem especially when using voltage contrast
techniques such as CCVC. There is a widely accepted theory
stating that a dielectric surface will charge to an
equilibrium potential value slightly above that of the
extraction grid [7]. This trend must be reflected in the
model. Thus it is assumed that the extraction field will
be produced by the commonly used, planar extraction grid
set to a nominally low positive potential eg. by at a
distance of 2mm. For such low extraction grid voltages and
small areas of charging surrounded by
uncharged dielectric, it may well be true that a SE would
need to overcome a significant retarding potential before
experiencing the effects of the extraction field. This is
partly due to the encroachment of zero potential between
the scanned area and extraction grid. In such
circumstances, the equilibrium surface potential of an
irradiated dielectric would be expected to rise to only a
few volts.
Once an electron

has

passed

through

the

extraction grid, the assumption must be that it can never
be re-collected by the specimen. Therefore the model is

only concerned with tracking vacuum borne electrons in the
region between the specimen surface and the planar
extraction grid (Fig.2.2b).
The low value of the extraction grid potential has one
other important implication. If surface potential only
reaches a value of a few tens of volts, it is only ever a
small fraction of the PB accelerating voltage. Further PB
acceleration by the positive surface charge will be
negligible-and so all incident electrons have an energy of
about lkeV. This further implies that the secondary
electron coefficient, which is a function of the PB
energy, is roughly

constant

for the whole time of

irradiation. Without this assumption, large increases in
the PB energy due to large surface potentials could mean
that the SE emission ratio will approach unity (eg. [53]
Fig.6). This would be an unwanted additional mechanism for
the approach of the surface potential to its equilibrium
value.
3.4 Parameter Values Required For The Model
3.4.1 Backscattered Electron Fractions.
Values for backscatter fractions were generated for
use in the model. (MC-SIM, a Monte Carlo simulation
package was provided by the Materials Dept., Imperial
College, London.) They were necessary to enable a more
accurate prediction of the primary beam current available
for SE generation. The following values were incorporated

- 100 into the software.
0.17

'7Al
17

0.19

Si02

In respect of charging, backscattered electrons are
ignored by the model. The backscattered electron fraction
is subtracted from the primary beam current as these
electrons are assumed not to take part in SE generation.
3.4.2 Secondary Emission Coefficient (SEC)
3.4.2.1 The Need For A SEC Value

In order to model the build up of surface charge due
to SE emission it is necessary to plot the trajectories of
the SE5 under the influence of neighbouring potentials,
including those at the specimen surface. At any point in
time, the beam affects the potential of the point where it
is incident. In addition, any re-collection of SEs may
result in a perturbation of surrounding potentials. The
extent of the perturbation will depend on the number of
re-collected electrons and where they come to rest. This
is in turn determined by the number of SEs that emerge
from the surface due to the PB and the trajectories they
follow. So the

SEC

is a crucial parameter for any

modelling of SE charge redistribution. A reliable value
for Si02 is an essential prerequisite for this model.
3.4.2.2 The Two Types Of SEC

There are two possible definitions of SEC. For the
purposes of this thesis, the following definitions are
used:-
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The

intrinsic

SEC is defined as the ratio of the

number of SEs emergent from the specimen surface to the
number of incident primary electrons.

The extrinsic SEC is the ratio of the number of

SEs

that are emergent and ultimately escape the influence of
the specimen surface to the number of

incident

primary

electrons.

The intrinsic SEC value is determined solely by the
nature of the bombarded specimen and the characteristics
of the incident beam, whereas the extrinsic SEC value is
affected by neighbouring potentials including those at the
specimen surface.
The SEM can be used

to measure extrinsic

SECs.

For

large grounded conducting specimens eg. a copper stub, it
is assumed that few electrons are re-collected and the
extrinsic and intrinsic values are equal throughout the
time of irradiation (Fig.3.11a). With a flat dielectric
specimen, the extrinsic SEC is a function of time during
irradiation. Surface charging occurs such that the
emission of SE5 and re-collection of

SEs

approaches a

dynamic equilibrium, ultimately giving an extrinsic

SEC

of unity. Extrinsic and intrinsic values are only equal at
the instant specimen illumination begins (Fig.3.11b).
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TYPICAL VARIATIONS WITH TIME OF
INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC SECs DURING
IRRADIATION WITH AN ELECTRON BEAM
Fig. 3.11a FOR A LARGE CONDUCTING
SURFACE AT OV

INTRINSIC
EXTRINSIC
TIME
[Fig.3.11a] For a large conductor at OV, no SEs are
re-collected, even after prolonged irradiation. Thus, the
intrinsic and extrinsic SECs are constant with irradiation
Use and equal to eachother.

Fig. 3.11b FOR A DIELECTRIC SURFACE
(ASSUMING LOW SURFACE POTENTIALS)

INTRINSIC
CIO

EXTRINSIC

-

1

----.

-

TIME
[Fig.3.11b] For a dielectric surface charging positively
during irradiation, sore and sore SEe are re-collected
until an equilibriva state is reached. The intrinsic and
extrinsic SECs are seen to diverge, the latter approaching
unity.
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It is clear that there is a need to establish the
intrinsic SEC of a dielectric at a specified beam energy
for modelling to proceed. For this study, the
is Si02 and the PB energy is lkeV. For good

dielectric
conductors,

intrinsic SEC values are well documented over a wide range
of PE accelerating potentials but due to the effects of
charging, and the instability of the extrinsic
measurements, intrinsic values for dielectrics are scarce.
Often the figures that are recorded are maximum SE yields
found at PB energies much less than lkeV. Relatively
recent literature (eg.

[31], [531) reference older papers

(eg. [54] [55] ) to obtain SEC values for dielectrics.
Considering the age of this data and the huge advances
in chip technology over the last 20-30 years, it is
difficult to adopt a value with any confidence and there
is a strong need for a simple, modern experimental method
to obtain fresh intrinsic SEC values for dielectrics.
3.4.2.4 An SEC Measurement Technique

A simple technique was used to estimate the intrinsic
SEC of Si02 when bombarded with a lkeV PB. It relies on
many of the observations described in Chapter 2 and the
fact that at the instant a non-conductive surface is
illuminated, the extrinsic SEC is equal to the intrinsic
SEC.
The technique requires a specimen with as large a
capacitance as possible. This prevents fast ramping of
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currents. The intrinsic and extrinsic values of the SEC
are equal for a longer irradiation time allowing the
measurement to be taken (Fig.3.12).
Increase -in surface capacitance is achieved by using
the knowledge gained in Chapter 2. Firstly, the Si02
layer is made as thin as possible (0.35um) and secondly a
good specimen contact to ground is provided.
The measurement procedure is as follows.
A fresh sample is mounted on one half of a conducting
brass stub containing a number of different sized holes
which act as. primitive Faraday cups (Fig.3.13). A suitable
hole is located with a very low beam current to prevent
pre-charging of the sample. The

magnification

is then

increased so that all the PB enters the hole. The beam
current can then be increased to a suitable value. The X-Y
display (see section 2.2.3) is then started to register
the positive specimen current. This is represented by
section A->B in Fig.3.14a. At point B, the

magnification

was increased to a suitable value, and then the stage

is

moved quickly so that the dielectric is illuminated. The
instant that the illumination begins is when the largest
negative specimen current occurs (C). As the specimen
charges the negative current is seen to decay as expected
towards zero (C->D).
For a 0.35urn thickness of Si02 a beam

current

of

around 60nA and a magnification of CM3 or 4 was found to
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Fig. 3.12: SAMPLE CAPACITANCE EFFECT ON
EXTRINSIC SEC VARIATION WITH TIME

'1

1

TII'.JEE

[Fig.3.12] For an irradiated dielectric, the rate at which
the extrinsic SC approaches unity is dependent on the
capacitance of the specimen surface. The higher the
capacitance, the slower the approach to unity. For high
capacitance specimens, the extrinsic SEC can be measured
to give an approximate value for the intrinsic SEC which
is required by the charging model.
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Fig. 3.13 SAMPLE MOUNTING FOR SEC
MEASUREMENT - PLAN VIEW.
FARADAY CUPS

DIELECTRIC SAMPLE
[Fig.3.131 By comparing the specimen current ihen the beam
is incident on a Faraday cup and ihen it is scanning a
fresh, high capacitance dielectric sample, a value for the
intrinsic SEC of the dielectric can be approximated.
easure.ent is simplified by mounting the Faraday cup and
the dielectric sample on a single specimen.
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Fig 3.14a - Specimen Current Trace for Intrinsic SEC
Calculation , Nag. = CN3
V:1kV Vr-10V@2mm IT.=60nA

Sb- chickness = 0.35urn
b4

0
N

[Fig.3.14a The trace shows the specimen current when the
PB enters a Faraday cup (A-)B) and when a high capacitance
dielectric surface is scanned (C->D). By comparing the
values at A and C, an estimate of the intrinsic secondary
emission coefficient (SEC) can be made.
Fig

3.14b - Specimen Current Trace for Intrinsic SEC

Calculation , Nag. = CN5

Parameters as above

i)

0
N

[Fig.3.14b] The same measurement is made as in Fig.3.14a
only here, a higher magnification is used. The value of
the intrinsic SEC approximated by comparing specimen
currents at A and C is unaffected.

- 108 be suitable giving a slow enough charging and a measurable
signal on the X-Y display. Varying the magnification
setting did not affect the measurements (Fig.3.14b).
For Si02 deposited by the Edinburgh ?licrofabrication
Facility, the highest negative specimen current was about
2/3 the value of the initial PB positive specimen current.
However 19% of the primary electrons are backscattered
from S102 and are assumed not to produce secondary
electrons. The intrinsic SEC for the lkeV beam incident
on Si02 is therefore calculated by

the

following

formula.

emus
-

Int. SEC = -------------+ 1 = 1.8 ± 0.05
3.0 x 81/100

Most error was incurred when taking readings from the
specimen current traces. The actual values for intrinsic
SEC used in the model were as follows.
Al

0.7 approximated from (53] and (56]

Si02

1.8

This technique for measuring SECs may be applicable for
other insulators. The relative permittivity of the
dielectric will determine how thin the layer must be to
give a suitably large sample capacitance. It is also
necessary for the dielectric layer to be thick enough to
prevent full PB penetration.
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the

°•+ in Eqn.16 is numerically equal to

electric

displacement near the charged surface. For a large scan
area, an approximation of the potential at the surface
(Vsurf)

is given by Eqn.17.

Vsurf=

O+dj e

i/ Eo

Eqn.17

er

ddjel is the dielectric

thickness

permittivity of a vacuum (8.854 x
and

er

is

fo

the

farads/meter)

10 -12

is the relative permittivity of Si02 , having

a

value of 3.9.
By combining Eqns. 16 and 17 and using the

'1

and SEC

values adopted in the model, a 20nA beam current scanning
a single frame, at TV rate, over a Si02 layer that is
0.35um thick, with a lum spot size, would produce a
surface potential of approximately 7.4V,

assuming no

re-collection of SEs took place.
3.5 Summary

This chapter has described the

formulation and

implementation of a new model for specimen surface
charging. It will be used to model charge patterns created
when a scanning electron beam is incident on common VLSI
device materials, namely aluminium tracks and 5102
insulator.
Although the primary function of the model is to show
the effects of a lum beam spot size scanning an area of
600uni X 600um, it can be used with other values, with a
reduced efficiency.

- 110 The model incorporates a modified version of Lambert's
angular distribution law and plots the SE trajectories in
2D using a modified energy distribution. This approach is
only valid if the charging along any scan line is
constant. 'Y, the lost electron fraction, has been
introduced as a correction factor in an effort to redress
charging inaccuracies due to the 2D treatment. The model
can only be used if the surface potential does not rise
above 1OV. This indicates that the model may only valid
for low extraction fields (5-1y/mm).
Field solving is performed by Gaussian Elimination.
Trajectories are calculated using the Euler method and any
energy errors are monitored automatically.
To implement the model it has been necessary to
estimate a fresh value of the secondary emission
coefficient (SEC). This has been accomplished by a simple
new method which should prove useful to other workers in
this field.
Software based on the specifications described in this
chapter was implemented on the Vaxstation 3200 at the SEN
laboratory, in the Electrical Engineering Department of
the University of Edinburgh. Brief descriptions of the
datasets and simulation routines that constitute the
dynamic surface charge modelling software are given in
Appendix B. Specimen surface charge simulation results are
presented and discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
DYNAMIC CHARGING SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents results generated by the model
described in Chapter 3. These results take the form of
specimen surface potential plots showing how the charge
equilibrium condition is approached for different system
parameter values. The situations that have been modelled
were chosen in order to provide a full assessment of the
model and to enable qualitative comparison with the
experimental results recorded in Chapter 2. In particular
it is hoped that the various charge patterns and charge
pattern trends recorded in Chapter 2 can be reproduced by
the model.
Following the presentation and discussion of results,
suggestions are made for improvements to the model and in
the way it is implemented.
The lost electron fraction (y) was calculated in the
same way for all of the results presented in this chapter.
The method used is decribed in Section 3.2.8. Adjustments
to the lost electron fraction calculation will also be
discussed briefly in this chapter.
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4.2 Surface Potential Predictions
4.2.1 General Appearance
Fig.4.1a shows the build up of charge on a thin
(035uin) Si02 layer due to a 20nA beam and a TV rate
frame scan time (0.02s). Successive frame scans start at
X. Each superimposed trace gives the predicted surface
potential along a line running down the specimen,
perpendicular to the scan lines, when the beam is at the
end of the frame (Y). To get the full three dimensional
picture, it is necessary to imagine each point on a plot
extending 300um into and out of the page. The potential
peak in Fig.4.1a represents a charge line and a horizontal
potential plot would represent an area of constant charge.
Fig.4.1b shows a schematic representation of the
equilibrium charge pattern plotted in Fig.4.1a.
Each vertical dotted line in Fig.4.1a represents a
mesh boundary. Thus the horizontal axis is not to scale.
The meshes outside the scanned area (W to X and Y to Z),
can represent larger distances than the meshes irradiated
by the scanning beam (X to Y). However, as the surface
potential of the surrounds is usually comparatively small,
each plot can be viewed as if it were to scale. For
Fig.4.1a. and all subsequent plots in this chapter the
meshes within the scanned area and just outside it, are
lum wide. This means that the electron beam spot size is
also effectively lum.
In Fig.4.1a the surface potential is seen to reach
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Fig.4.1a — Surface Potential Plot of 0.35um Si02
charging Due to a. 2OnA PB current
V=1kV VExT=10V@2mm Frame=0.02s SEC1.8
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rFig.4.1a-bj The model predicts that an equilibrium surface potential is
achieved alter only four frame scans. A charge square, charge line and
negatively charged surrounds at point X, are all predicted. A charge line; under
these conditions, was not observed experimentally, indicating a flaw in the
model.

- 114 equilibrium after four complete frames. So the model
predicts that a steady state surface charge is achieved in
under a tenth of a second for the parameter values given.
Note also that equilibrium is approached from above, the
first scan having produced surface potentials that exceed
the steady state values. It will be seen that this is not
always the case.
The convergence of successive surface potential plots
towards an equilibrium state is an essential prerequisite
of any specimen charge simulation. For all the situations
modelled in this thesis, enough frame scans were simulated
to ensure that equilibrium was eventually achieved within
modelling errors. In some instances, for the sake of
clarity, surface potential plots for intervening frame
scans are omitted.
The equilibrium charge pattern in Fig.4.1a includes
the expected N-square. The potential of this charged
area is approximately 1.6V. There is also a potential .peak
corresponding to the last position of the beam. This
potential peak follows the beam through the entire scan
frame (Fig.4.2). It is not the result of an edge effect.
Fig.4.1a also predicts some negative charging of the
surrounds which was seen to dominate specimen current flow
for high magnifications in Chapter 2. The high fields
resulting from neighbouring areas of positive and negative
charge at the scan edge (X) have an adverse effect on
trajectory accuracy in this region. SE energy errors were
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Fig.4.2 - Surface Potential Plots of 0.3511m SiO2
Showing Potential Peak Following Beam Position
VFB=lkV VEXT=10V@2mIn Frame0.02s SEC=1.8 Ipp20nA
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[Fi.4.2.] The potential peaks represent the presence of a charge line pattern.
The model predicts correctly that the peaks occur at the current position of the
beam and at the frame end. This was observed in Chapter 2, Fig.2.11a-h and is
explained by the Parallel Trench analogy in Fi92.13a-c.

- 116 persistently higher around the scan edge and most plots
exhibited increased potential fluctuation in this region.
4.2.2 General Comparisons with Experiment
Fig.4.1a predicts the presence of an N-square for the
parameter values given. This compares favourably to the
observations recorded in Chapter 2 for similar primary
beam (PB) currents and TV rate frame scan times. But the
presence of the potential peak corresponding to the last
position of the beam means that the pattern is also
exhibiting charge line characteristics. From the
experimental results, such a charge pattern mixture was
not expected for the modelled conditions. There are clear
differences between the model predictions and the
experimental observations recorded in Chapter 2.
All charge patterns observed in Chapter 2, with a TV
rate frame scan time, produced a smooth N-square. No
charge lines were seen. The end-of-frame scan line and the
low N-square potential were characteristics of charge
patterns formed by slow scanning beams when SE
re-collection was high even during the first frame. These
facts indicate that the model allows too many SEs to be
re-collected by the surface for a given set of parameter
values.
It could be argued that slow scan characteristics did
exist in practice for the parameter values given and that
for reasons of poor contrast or resolution, they were
invisible when viewed on the CRT image. However, it is

- 117 more likely that the implementation of the model or the
model itself needs to be improved.
It would be imprudent to alter the model until it has
been properly assessed as it stands. Instead a number of
possible sources of error need to be considered in turn.
This will be done by estimating the sensitivity of charge
pattern formation to changes in certain key parameters.
The discussion of subsequent simulation results will
now consider two questions. Do the results follow expected
specimen charging trends and can any charge pattern
sensitivity explain the differences between the model
predictions and experimental observations?
4.2.3 Extraction Field Effects
In Fig.4.1a, the equilibrium surface potential of the
N—square was about 1.6V, much less than the extraction
field. This indicates that the extraction of SEs was
inefficient. Error could have resulted from the fact that
only 30 out of 600 scan lines were modelled. The proximity
of unscanned, uncharged dielectric could have masked the
influence of the extraction field. Hence there was a need
to examine the effects of extraction fields on the surface
potential predictions. (The reasons for this reduction in
the number of simulated scan lines were discussed in
Chapter 3.)
Fig.4.3 shows three equilibrium plots for three
different extraction fields. Plot (a) is the equilibrium
plot previously shown in Fig.4.1a. The extraction field is

Fig.4.3 - Surface Potential Plots Showing Effect
of Extraction Field on Equilibrium
Vp3=lkV Frame=0.029 SEC1.8 s102 thickness = 0.35um
PB=2OnA
5.0
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[Fig.4.3.1 Despite large increases in the extraction grid potential and an
effective increase in the size of scan, the model predicts that SE extraction is
still inefficient for these conditions. The surface potential does not attain an
equilibrium potential in excess of the extraction grid voltage, as expected by
some authors (eg.[7]).

- 119 provided by a by grid at a distance of 2mm. Plot (b) is
the equilibrum plot for a 100V extraction grid at the same
distance. An improvement in SE extraction is demonstrated
by the increased potential of the resulting M-square. This
difference occurs for two reasons. Firstly a greater
extraction field will cause more electrons to escape the
attraction of the surface potentials. Secondly, any SEs
that are re-collected are likely to have been vacuum borne
for a longer time and so the lost electron fraction will
be greater.
It should also be noted that equilibrium plot (b) was
achieved in one less frame scan than equilibrium plot (a).
A steady state charge was reached more quickly with a
stronger extraction field.
Although the SE extraction efficiency has improved
with an increase in extraction grid potential, overall
efficiency remains poor. This is indicated by the fact
that the end-of-frame peak is still prominent and the
Il-square potential is still under 2V. Slow scan
characteristics still prevail in the specimen surface
potential plots.
Fig.4.4a shows equipotentials in the region above the
dielectric surface under the influence of the bOy
extraction grid. It shows that each SE must still overcome
a local field before extraction can occur. The surface
potential at the point of beam incidence is 4.6V and the
extraction field only penetrates to within lOum of the

- 120 Fig.4.4a - Equipotential Plot at Equilibrium
With VEXT=100V at 2mm
Vpjs=lkV Frame=0.025 SEC=1.8 5i02 thickness = 0.35um
PB=2OnA
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Fig.4.4b - Equipotential Plot at Equilibrium
With VEX T=100V at 2mm and Surrounding Charge
VPB=lkV Frame0.02s SEC=1.8 5i02 thickness = 0.35uin
PB=2OnA
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0
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= beam position at 4.6V
(Fig.4.4a-b.] The potential harrier for any emitted SE is seen to decrease from
2.4V to 19V due to the presence of charged surrouiids. But this has minimal
impact on the subsequent charging of the scanned area (See Fig.4.3).

- 121 surface. At this distance, the potential is about 2.2V.
So, in order to be extracted, the SE must overcome a
retarding potential of approximately 2.4V.
Once an equilibrium surface potential had been achieved
with the 100V extraction field, the charged area was
extended artificially by inserting charge
surrounding meshes. Then further frame

into the
scans were

modelled. This was done in order to gauge the sensitivity
of the charge pattern to the scan size. The charged area
now extended to 200um. A slight increase in the surface
potential was observed (Fig.4.3 plot (c)).
Although the average surface potential of the specimen
had been dramatically increased, a significant rise in the
number of re-collected SEs did not occur. Fig.4.4b shows
that the surface potential at the point of beam incidence
was again 4.6V and that the potential, lOum from the
specimen surface, had risen to 2.7V. Therefore, despite
the extended charge area, the local retarding potential
had dropped, only slightly, to approximately 1.9V. The
indications are that a reduction in the number of modelled
scan lines from 600 to 30 has had little effect on the
magnitude of the predicted surface potentials for low
extraction fields.
The model has predicted that extraction efficiency can
be improved by increasing the extraction field. The model
has also predicted that improved extraction efficiency
leads to more rapid charging and an increase in the

- 122 potential of the generated N-square. These predictions
agree with trends observed in Chapter 2.
It is often assumed that surface potentials will
increase to a. value just above the potential of the
extraction grid(eg (7]). The plots of Fig.4.3 indicate
that this is not always the case, especially for low to
medium sized extraction fields. In Chapter 3 it was stated
that the model would only be valid for low extraction
fields. With such fields, surface potentials would never
be large enough to cause significant increases in the PB
energy which in turn would vary the value of the intrinsic
SEC. The previous results have shown that medium sized
extraction fields (50-1Oy/mm) cause minimal increases in
surface potential. Therefore the model can also be used
when medium sized extraction fields are involved.
Despite the influence that the extraction field has
on the predicted &quilibrium surface potential, large
changes in extraction grid potential did not alter the
general charge pattern. The sensitivity of the charge
pattern to variations in extraction field is not enough to
explain the prevalence of slow scan characteristics when
modelling TV rate frame scan times.
4.2.4 PB Current Effects

Figs.4.5a and b plot the approach of the surface
potential to equilibrium for beam currents of 5nA and 40nA
respectively. The extraction grid is set to by at 2mm. It
is clear that the PB current has a strong influence on the
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Fig-4-5a - Surface Potential Plot of 0.35um Si02
Charging Due to a 5nA PB Current
VpB=lkV VEXT=10V@2[fllfl Frame=0.02s SEC=1.8
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ffig.4.5a.J The model predicts correctly that a lower primary beam current means
an equilibrium surface potential takes longer to form and that the end of frame
potential peaks are less prominent. In this case, with a SnA primary beam
current, six frame scans were required. Compare this result to ?ig.4.5b where
under the same conditions but with a 4OnA beam, only three frame scans were
needed.
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Fig.45b - Surface Potential Plot of 0.35uzn S102
Charging Due to a 40nA PB Current
Vp=]kV VEXT=10V@2mm Frame=0.02s SEC1.8
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[Iig.4.5b.] The model predicts correctly that a higher primary beam current
means an equilibrium surface potential takes less time to form and that the end
of frame potential peaks are more prominent. In this case, with a 40nA primary
beam current, only three frame scans were required. Compare this result to
Iig.4.5a where, under the same conditions but with a 5nA beam, six frame scans
were needed.

- 125 charge pattern. With a 5nA PB current, the pattern is
more akin to the 'pure' N-square whereas the 40nA
equilibrium plot shows a clear charge line. Fig.4.6 shows
a direct comparison of the two equilibrium plots plus the
20nA equilibrium plot from Fig4.1a. The variation in
charge pattern agrees with the trend across Table 1 in
Chapter 2. Smaller beam currents encourage N-square charge
patterns.
In Table 1 the transition between charge squares and
lines did not occur for TV rate frame scan times with any
of the beam currents used (6-60nA). It follows
that inaccuracies in the measurement of the PB current
used in Chapter 2 could not explain the differences
between the experimental and modelled results. Instead the
modelled results suggest that a lower PB current does not
always mean less specimen charging.
4.2.5 Dielectric Thickness Effects

In Chapter 2, dielectric thickness was seen to have a
strong influence on specimen charging as it had a direct
effect on the capacitance of the specimen surface. Errors
in the thickness measurements, or variations in the
thickness of the layers used in Chapter 2, could explain
the differences between the observed charge patterns and
the modelled charge patterns.
To test this hypothesis, the charging patterns on
dielectric layers of different thickness were simulated
for the same irradiation conditions. Large differences in
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Fig.4.6 - Equilibrium Potential Plots For Different
PB Currents on 0.35um SiO2
VpB=lkV VEXT=10V@2ITUn Frame=0.02s SEC=1.5
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[Fig.4.6.) The model predicts correctly the equilibrium charge pattern trend
with increasing primary beam currents. As current is increased a charge square
pattern is replaced by a charge line pattern.
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the respective equilibrium states. This effect was
particularly noticeable with a 5nA beam current. Fig.4.7a
and b show the charging of 0.35um dielectric and 0.6um
dielectric respectively. With the 0.35um thickness, the
equilibrium potential is approached from below but with
the 0.6um dielectric layer the equilibrium is approached
from above. The comparison of the surface potentials after
one frame is shown in Fig.4.8a. The surface of the thicker
dielectric has almost twice the potential of the thinner
dielectric surface.
Fig.4.8b shows the differences in the equilibrium
potentials. There is little difference between the two
plots but it should be noted that the 0.35um dielectric
layer required six frame scans to reach equilibrium
whereas the 0.6um dielectric required only three frames.
The simulated results reflect observations made in
Chapter 2. The dielectric thickness alters the rate of
charging but has little effect on the final value of the
surface potential. If different thicknesses of dielectric
receive a sufficient dose of radiation, eventually, all
will charge to roughly the same equilibrium potential.
As dielectric thickness has little influence on the
final equilibrium charge state, it must be concluded that
dielectric measurment errors or variable dielectric
thickness could not explain the differences between the
charge patterns simulated by the model and those observed
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Fig.4.7a - Surface Potential Plot of 0.35um S102
Charging Due to a 5nA PB Current
VpB=lkV VEXT=10V@2mm Frarne=0.02s SEC1.8
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Fig.4.7a.1 The thinner the dielectric layer, the larger the surface
capacitance of the sample and equilibrium potential is achieved after a longer
time. In this case, it is predicted that six frame scans are needed; a total
time of 0.12 seconds. Compare this result with Fig.4.7b where, under the same
conditions but with a thicker dielectric, only three frame scans were needed: a
total time of 0.06 seconds.
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Fig.4.7b - Surface Potential Plot of 0.60u.m SiO2
Charging Due to a 5nA PB Current
VpB = lkV VEXT=10V@2mm Frame =0.02s SEC=1.8
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Fig,4.7b. The thicker the dielectric layer, the smaller the surface
capacitance of the sample and equilihrium potential is achieved after a shorter
time. I: this case. it is predicted that only three frame scans are needed: a
tztai time of 0.0 seconds. Compare this result with Fiq,4.7a where, under the
same conditions but with a thinner dielectric six frame scans were needed: a
total time ci 0.12 seconds.
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Fig.4.8a - Surface Potential Plots After 1 Frame
for 0.35uzn and 0.6um SiO2
VpB1kV VEXT10V@2rTLm Frame=0.02s SEC1.8 PB5nA
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[Fig.4.8a] After one frame, the effect of dielectric thickness on specimen
charging is clearly seen. In this case, the model predicts that the thicker
dielectric acquires nearly twice the potential of the thinner dielectric, both
having been irradiated for the same time.
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Fig-4.8b - Equilibrium Surface potential Plots
for 0.35w and 0.6um 5102
VpB1kV VEXT10V@2mm Frame0.02s SEC1.8 PB5nA
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(Fig.4.eb.) Although dielectric thickness has a strong effect on the rate of
charging the model predicts that the final equilibrium potentials for the two
thicknesses will be similar.

- 132 by experiment.
4.2.6 SEC Effects

In Chapter 3, the secondary emission coefficient (SEC)
was identified as a key parameter for the model. It was
estimated, by experiment, to have a value of 1.8. There
are a number of reasons why this value could be
inaccurate. The SEC will certainly depend on the condition
of the dielectric surface. Any effect is likely to be
unpredictable as surface conditions vary from specimen to
specimen. Ideally SEC measurement and charge pattern
formation should take place on the same specimen within a
short space of time, so that no changes in the surface
condition can take place in the interim. The accuracy of
the measured SEC value was also dependent on the
calibration of the specimen current amplifier. For these
reasons, it is necessary to gauge the sensitivity of the
charge pattern predictions to the SEC value used.
Fig.4.9 shows a comparison of equilibrium surface
potentials generated by the model with SEC values of 1.6
and 1.8. A SEC value of 1.6 represents the lowest reported
value of the intrinsic SEC for Si02. The PB current was
20nA for both plots and all other parameters were the
same. It can be seen that small variations in the adopted
SEC value for Si02 give similar charge patterns. Both
the N-square and the charge line characteristics are still
present.
It is interesting to note that the lower SEC value has
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Fig-4-9 - Equilibrium Surface Potential Plots
for SEC = 1.6 and 1.8
VPB=1kV VEXT=1OV@21Um Frame=0.02s p3=20nA
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[Fig.4.9.1 This figure shows the sensitivity of the model to the SEC value used.
.6 and 1.8 represent the extremes of the recorded intrinsic SEC values for
510?. Although there is some variation in charge pattern the overall shape
remain.-- unchanged.
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the
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equilibrium

specimen

potential. It has been suggested that lower Fl-square
potentials indicate increased SE re-collection.
Intuitively one might have expected more SEs to be
re-collected with the greater SEC value as the positive
charge left at the surface will be greater. In fact the
number of SEs that are re-collected will be a complex
function of the surface capacitance and the SE energy
distribution. Variations in H-square potential due to SEC
value changes are difficult to predict.
As the general pattern of the two plots in Fig.4.9 is
the same, it can be concluded that the differences
between the modelled and observed charge patterns can not
be attributed to inaccuracies in the measured SEC.
4.2.7 SE Energy Curve Effects

In the model, it is assumed that Si02 has the

same

SE energy distribution as aluminium. This has already been
noted as a source of error in Chapter 3. If the Si02 SEs
have an average energy that is higher than that of SEs
emitted by aluminium, less would be re-collected and the
slow scan characteristics of the surface potential plots
would be reduced.
Fig 4.10a compares the equilibrium plots for the two
different SE energy distributions shown in Fig.4.10b. The
difference in the equilibrium plots is small.
It was shown in section 4.2.2 that with low extraction
fields, local retarding fields exist above the dielectric
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of SE Energy Distribution on Equilibrium
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- 136 around the point where the beam is incident. The retarding
potential was approximately 2.4V. As long as the peak of
the SE energy distribution is below 2.4eV, it is unlikely
that variations in the distribution would have much impact
on the general shape of the generated charge patterns.
Without reliable data for the SE energy distribution
Of Si02 it is difficult to say whether the adopted
distribution is a significant source of error. One can
only say that the average SE energy for any new Si02
distribution would have to be significantly higher than
the average SE energy for aluminium in order to affect the
general shape of the surface potential predictions.
4.2.8 Frame Scan Time Effects
When modelling TV rate frame scan times, the resulting
charge patterns differ from those observed experimentally.
A number of possible causes have been discussed. In
general, too many SEs are being re-collected for the
modelled conditions. The charge patterns generated by the
model for TV scan rates resemble charge patterns observed
at much slower scan rates. However, for the sake of
completeness, predictions of the model for slow scan rates
will now be discussed.
Fig.4.11 shows the surface potential plot after one
frame with a frame scan time of 0.1s. The re-collection of
the secondaries was so great that a negative specimen
potential was predicted in the wake of the PB. The model
has reproduced the expected trend towards a charge line
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Fig.4.11 - Surface Potential Plot After 1 Frame
With a Frame Scan Time = O.ls
Vp1kV VEXT=10V@2mm SEC=1.8 PB=20nA
Si02 thickness = 0.35wn
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Fig4.11.1 The model predicts that a 0.1 second frame scan
charge pattern. Such pure line charge characteristics were
frame scans of 2-5 seconds in Chapter 2. This indicates
general trend in charge pattern is c3rre:tiy predicted the
and tends to re-collect too many SEs.

an result in a line
only observed for
that although the
model is inaccurate

- 138 but such a pure charge

line was not observed

experimentally for the conditions modelled. In real life,
such a charge pattern might be expected for a frame scan
time of 5 secs. or more.
If the charging patterns of Fig.4.11

could

be

generated, it could have important implications for
specimen charging. Fig.4.12a shows the surface potential
plot of a pre-charged area of dielectric around two 2um
aluminium tracks that are 3um apart and raised to a
potential of 5V. The initial charge on the dielectric
gives a potential between the tracks of approximately 2V
before scanning begins. Fig.4.12b is a schematic
representation of the starting conditions represented by
Fig .4. 12a.
Fig.4.12c shows the surface potential predicted after
a single O.ls frame scan. It can be seen that previously
charged areas of dielectric, away from the aluminium
tracks, have been discharged. It could be said that the
slow scanning beam has 'annealed' parts of the initial
N-square. Due to the presence of aluminium tracks, the
anneal was not complete. Positive charge 'shadows' have

appeared alongside the aluminium tracks and the potential
between the tracks has increased to 13.8V.
These results indicate that slow scanning beams offer
little control over charge pattern generation where metal
tracks are exposed. Instead the presence of

conducting

tracks precipitates charging. However, slow scan speeds
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Fig.4.12a - Surface Potential Plot of a Precharged
VLSI Specimen
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Fig..4.12c - Surface Potential for VLSI Specimen
After One Frame With a Frame Scan Time = 0.1s
VpB=lkV VExT=10V@2mIn SEC=1.8 PB=20nA
SiO: thickness = 0.35uxn
13.
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Fiq.4.12c.1 This figure shows the charge pattern after irradiation by a slow
scanning beam. The presence ci metal tracks has resulted in a more complicated
final pattern. Although some areas of the surface that were originally
positively charged have been 'annealed'. the siow scan has not succeeded in
annealing the areas close to the aluminium tracks. Instead the positive
charging here is worse and several charge peaks are now evident.
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could still be beneficial for

ccvc

controlling

charge during

measurements where the charged surface is an

uninterrupted layer of smooth dielectric.
4.3 Improving Model Predictions
The 2D specimen charge model was formulated and
implemented in order to generate observed charge patterns
and to reproduce observed charge pattern trends. It was
intended that the results should be interpreted in a
qualitative way. But, as with any model that produces
actual values, there is always the temptation to reproduce
results that mimic real life observations as closely as
possible. Improvements in the accuracy of the surface
potential predictions. should be achievable by tailoring
the model or by improving the way in which it is
implemented.
The preceding assessment of the model has revealed a
fundamental problem. For a particular set of parameter
values, the fraction of SEs re-collected is too large.
The indications are that this problem will not be
corrected by better implementation of the model alone. The
greatest improvement in accuracy is likely to be achieved
by adjusting the lost electron fraction.
The calculation of the lost electron fraction will now
be re-examined. This will be followed by a discussion of
possible improvements in the implementation of the model.
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4.3.1 Adjusting the Lost Electron Fraction
The 2D model presented in this thesis introduced a
factor 7, the lost electron fraction, to adjust the number
of SEs available for re-collection in order to give
sensible surface potential plots. It was suggested that
7 would be a crucial factor in determining the accuracy of
the model. 7was calculated by comparing the flight time
of SEs (tiand) with a suitable time constant (t 0

t).

All surface potential predictions presented in this
thesis were generated with a t0t of 8ns.
The simplest way to ensure that less SEs are
re-collected would be to reduce the value of t0-t.

No

theoretical expression for the value of tcorlst has

been

presented in this thesis and there has been no fine tuning
of the lost electron fraction. A tcorjst value of 8ns was
chosen because the surface potential simulations generated
charge square and charge line patterns and predicted
trends in surface charge patterns. By using this value,
the objectives of the model were met.
To search, by trial and error, for the most suitable
value of tcot would be a time consuming process
considering the simulation times involved. Due to time
constraints, such an investigation was beyond the scope of
this thesis but there is no reason why the model should
not be tuned in this way.
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4.3.2.1 Field Solving and Trajectory Plotting
The results presented in this chapter were generated
with the aid of proven field solving and trajectory
plotting routines. Most simulation time was taken up by
the plotting of SE trajectories. The trajectory plotting
routine was based on the Euler Method. It was estimated
that each trajectory took 1 second to simulate. Some
results required 300,000 separate trajectory simulations
giving a total simulation time of about 2 days. For larger
currents or enhanced accuracy more trajectory plotting
would be required. With the current implementation of the
model, the total simulation time would be impractical.
Most of the memory resources available for the
simulations were consumed by the Gaussian Elimination
field solving routine. This precluded further increases in
mesh numbers which led to inaccuracies wherever there was
a jump in potential, particularly at the scan frame
edges. It can be seen that the surface potential plots are
less smooth in these regions. Energy errors for the
electrons passing through the edge fields were less
accurate in general.
Due to time and memory constraints, only a fraction of
the frame scan area was modelled for the results presented
in this chapter. This means that the field above the
specimen was not accurately reproduced. The edge effects
of the surrounding unscanned dielectric encroached into

- 144 the space above the scanned area. More efficient routines
would allow the whole of the scan to be simulated.
Trajectory plotting and field solving techniques now
exist that would greatly increase the efficiency of the
simulations. This would allow greater accuracies to be
achieved in a reasonable simulation time.
4.3.2.2 Measurement of Key Model Parameters

The intrinsic secondary emission coefficient (SEC) for
lkeV electrons incident on Si02 was determined by
experiment for use in the model. It has been shown that
the surface potential predictions are affected by
variations in the SEC value used in the model. Changes in
SEC caused a change in the equilibrium surface potential
of the generated N-square but did not effect the overall
charge pattern. Therefore more accurate measurments of
this parameter will not have a large impact on the
simulation result.
The

surface

potential

simulations were

also

insensitive to small changes in the SE energy distribution
used for Si02. However, if the true SE energy
distribution had its peak at 2.4eV or more, it could have
a significant impact on the charge pattern as many more
SEs would then avoid recapture.
Ideally, the SE energy spectrum for

Si02 should be

measured experimentally. It will depend not only on the
properties of the dielectric, but also on the

surface

conditions. No simple theoretical treatment could predict

- 145 the distribution with any confidence.
The SEC for Si02 was measured using high capacitance
samples. With the aid of a dispersive analyser, these
same samples could be used to measure the SE energy
spectrum. The Khursheed time-of-flight detector would be
ideal for this purpose as it would display the whole
spectrum at once [57]. This true Si02 energy spectrum
could then be incorporated into the model.
There are many other commonly used VLSI materials that
are charged by an electron beam. A lack of data on their
SECs and SE energy spectra is a great hindrance to our
understanding of the charging problem. There is a
desperate need for more experimental figures for these
parameters. The high capacitance sample technique may be
applicable to the investigation of other insulating
materials and photoresists. Such data would extend the
capabilities of the software.
4.4 Summary

A 2D model of dynamic specimen charging has been
implemented and assessed. It has been used to predict the
influence of the extraction field, primary beam current,
dielectric thickness, intrinsic SEC value, SE energy
distribution and frame scan time on the charge build up at
a specimen surface due to a scanning electron beam.
The model has the ability to produce all the charge
patterns that are observed experimentally, namely, charge
squares, charge lines or a mixttire of both. The model also

- 146 predicts charge pattern trends. Low beam currents and fast
scan rates tend to produce charge squares. With high beam
currents and slow scan rates, charge line characteristics
prevail. The author knows of no other working model that
can make such predictions and so the objectives of the
model, outlined in Chapter 3, have been met.
The model also predicts that charge squares can be
annealed by high density slow

scanning

beams on flat

dielectric. The charge square pattern can be replaced by a
single charged line. With the same irradiation conditions
aluminium tracks were found to precipitate charging on
neighbouring dielectric. Such results may have important
implications for voltage measurements using the CCVC
technique where tracks are not exposed. It may be possible
to anneal areas of charge to improve voltage measurement
accuracy.
In general the model re-collects too many SEs for a
particular set of parameter values. For this reason it
fails to provide accurate charge predictions. It has been
suggested that the accuracy of the model can be improved
by making an adjustment to the calculation of the lost
electron fraction. Without any such adjustment the model
has still been able to highlight some of the subtleties
and sensitivities of specimen charging, showing it to be a
highly complex phenomenon dependent on all
the e-beam system.

components

of
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

Chapter 1 reviewed two key areas of interest in the
field of e-beam testing, namely SE analyser design and the
CCVC voltage measurement technique. Over the years,
development in these areas has been influenced more and
more by the complex local fields present at the surface of
any VLSI device. Local Field Effects (LFEs) can dominate
the errors incurred when voltage measurements are made on
small geometry devices. Local fields can be caused by
neighbouring electrodes and charged specimen dielectric.
Most published work concentrates on the impact of
neighbouring electrodes.
Stroboscopic voltage measurement techniques can be
used, which all but eliminate specimen charging.
Unfortunately chip registration is easier with an
uninterrupted primary beam and so strong local fields
caused by specimen charging may be present whatever the
voltage measurement technique used. In order to improve
voltage measurements on VLSI devices it is necessary to
gain a greater understanding of the nature of specimen
charging.
Chapter 2, showed that it is possible to produce

- 148 different charge patterns. Charge squares, charge lines or
a line and square mixture can be produced on a plane
dielectric surface by careful selection of system
parameters. Certain trends in charge pattern formation
were observed. Small beam currents and fast scan rates
favour the formation of charge squares. With slow scan
rates and large beam currents, charge line patterns will
prevail.
It was also demonstrated in Chapter 2 that a nett
discharging of the surface can occur under certain
conditions. This indicated that some control over specimen
charging was possible by careful selection of system
parameters.
Chapter 3 reported details of the formulation and
implementation of a 2D model of specimen charging. The
model is more comprehensive than any of its predecessors
because the secondary electron trajectories are plotted.
Thus the model can predict if a SE will be re-collected
and where the re-collection will take place.
As part of the implementation of the model it was
necessary to measure the intrinsic secondary emission
coefficient (SEC) for S102. This was done by a simple
method using samples of high capacitance. The

intrinsic

SEC for Si02 was measured at 1.8 for a lkeV beam energy.
Few authors have published SEC figures for insulating
materials due to the practical difficulties. The
measurement technique described in Chapter 3 should be

- 149 valid for other insulators and should encourage widespread
measurement of SECs for any materials that charge under
e-beam bombardment.
The results of the 2D specimen charging model were
presented in Chapter 4. The model was able to reproduce
the charge patterns seen in Chapter 2 and correctly
predicted observed charge pattern trends.
Surface potential predictions were not accurate. This
was due to the fact that too many SEs were re-collected
for any, chosen set of parameter values. With slow scan
rates, the model predicted that charge squares could be
annealed on flat dielectrics and replaced by a charge line
pattern. This has important implications for voltage
measurements through passivation as it indicates that
charge can be moved away from the point of measurement.
Future work must concentrate on improving the accuracy
of the model by adjusting the calculation of the lost
electron fraction. If the model could be tuned to
reproduce more closely the charge patterns of Chapter 2,
then it could be used with some confidence to predict
charging for situations that are not easily observed. Then
the model would be an extremely useful aid to our
understanding of specimen charging on VLSI devices.
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When using finite element methods, it can be shown
(eg. [51]) that equations such as
V2V

—Ph

can be reduced to a matrix of the form
A x = b
x is a matrix of the unknown potentials in the field. A is
commonly referred to as the 'stiffness' matrix and is
related to mesh geometry. b is a matrix dependent on
boundary conditions (V1,V2....

P1.

Pa).

For the build up of surface charge,

P(t),

the

surface charge density, is time dependent and it follows
that (t) is also time dependent.
Using Gaussian Elimination to solve for x,
x = A - lb
A can be factorised in terms of L LT [58]. Solving for x
requires forward and backward substitution at each time
step.
Factorization takes 95% of the field solving
time. Solving for x takes <5% of the time. By using the
Gaussian Elimination / factorization of A is done only
once and so computation time is minimized.
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Ic Surface Charge Modelling Software
Input Data Files
BEAII.DEF
CHARGE.DEF
COLORS.DEF

-

Definition of background and

ENERGY.DEF
NOCHABGE.DEF
PARANS.DEF

-

Definition of energy parameters.
Definition of zero surface charge.
Definition of miscellaneous system

PLOT.DEF

-

Definition of trajectory and

SCAN.DEF

-

Definition of frame scan

WINDOW.DEF

-

Definition of windows.

Definition of beam parameters.

Definition of surface charge.
foreground colours.

parameters.
potential plotting details.
parameters.
Simulation
MESHGEN.EXE

- flesh definition and scaling
routine.
Produces:COND.DAT - Definition of electrode region.
DIEL.DAT - Definition of dielectric region.
FORO01.DAT - Definition of mesh region.
BATCHFELC.EXE
- On line surface charge simulation
routine.
BATCHFELC.COM
- Batch surface charge simulation
routine.
Produces:JOB.LOG
- Error monitoring data set.
OutDut DiBDla
POTPLOT.CON
POTPLOT.EXE
CONPLOT.EXE

.- Combines surface potential data.
- Plots surface potential data.
- Compares surface potential data.

Data Management
NEWSCAN.CON
DATA SAVE.CON
DATA_RET.COM

- Prepare for new simulation run.
- Save mesh details to DAT.DIR.
- Retrieve mesh details from DAT.DIR.
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